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Murray State Graduates
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Robert A.(Bob) Wyman has been appointed general manager
i the Murray Manufacturing Company succeeding Verne Kyle
who died August 2. .
/ Mrs. Lillie Crouse, age 76, died yesterday at her home on
Murray Route Two.
Harry Furches is attending the Rochaester Institute of
rechnology this summer. His wife and children are spending the
summer with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall and
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Furches.
Ted Sykes of Lumberton, N. C. , was the recent guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sykes.

Copley News Service

By WILLIAM GIANDONI
Copley News Service

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & THIES FILE

awe"

=Courtopened here on August 6 with Judge Ira D. Smith

A
PEACE BLOOMS—Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir
admires a bouquet presented to her in Jerusalem by
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Joseph Sisco (left)
during Mideast peace talks. Cairo was next for Sisco
METRIC SYSTEM
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Sen.
Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., has
introduced legislation calling
for a nationwide conversion to
the international metric system
within 10 years.

HIGH TIDES KILL 400

BEIRUT (UPI)—High tides
caught two motorboatloads of
Iranians trying to illegally
enter Kuwait and more than 400
of them drowned in the
And have ye net read this scripture; The stow which the
Persians Gulf, the Iraqi News
builders rejected is become the head of the corner.—Mark 12:10. The measure
directs the Agency said Friday.
God sees in the rejects of society those whom He can use. He is Bureau of Standards
to submit
able to exalt sinners by remaking them into His saints.
a national conversion program
to Congress within 18 months The report said about 100
and authorizes the commerce persons survived the swamping
secretary to implement it of the two boats in Abdulla
through regulation and govern- Harbor and were arrested. The
incident occurred Wednesday.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
ment purchases.

Isn't It The Truth!

are never bold with men."
—Spanish Proverb

Dick Cavett
nick Cave!

TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAM;
5
g
Ws
eg
•

When it's in the paper, it's news. When it's in
a book, it's history.
Last week The Pentagon Papers were still
news. This week they are history. Bantam Books
has published the entire New York Times series
in a $2.25 paperback, the most recent and one of
the most amazing examples of the phenomenon
of "instant publishing."
In those leisurely centuries that preceded
ours there was usually a period of years or
decades between an event and the historical
analysis of it. Today the event and historical
analysis are virtually simultaneous. Tomorrow?
Who knows? Maybe we'll analyze history before
it occurs.-Atlanta (Ga.)Constitution

When men were men and women were glad of it,
and only sissies had long and wavy hair, males
splashed on lotion for after shave that was mostly
scentless. Now that we cannot distinguish a sissy
from a man,even in a barbershop,some male types
seek boldness by choosing from a list of after-shave
lotions that reads like assault and mayhem—
"Brute," "Black Belt," "Hai Karats" and "Nuts
and Bolts," and if they have a special, special need
then they can pat some "Aphrodisia" on their
cheeks.
"They that are lold with women

News; Wthr; Sports
Dick Cayrott

Movie

Instanalysis

•
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NEWS SUMMARY

STATE GOVERNMENT'S
WEEK OF ACTIVITY
IN biliEF

By Gary G. Huddleston
TOURISTS—Gov. Louie B. Nunn cited figures at a recent
dedication ceremony at Lake Barkley which showed that 78 per
cent of last year's 25 million state parks' visitors were from out.
of-state. Noting that these visitors seem already sold on Kentucky
as a family vacationland, he said it is time now to "sell Kentucky
to more Kentuckians."

INSURANCE—The Court of Appeals denied an insurance in.
dustry request. for a temporary injunction that would have
presented the state Insurance Department from including crime
The Almanac
insurance in its FAIR plan. The FAIR plan is the pool used a
A
thought
for
today:
British
By United Press International
philosopher Herbert Spencer subsidize those risks that otherwise could not obtain the needed
Today is Monday, Aug. 9, the said, "no one
can be perfectly insurance coverage.
221st day of 1971.
free till all are free; no one car
The moon is between its full be
TEACHERS—State Education Department official Dr. Sidney
perfectly moral till all art
phase and last quarter.
Simandle predicted that Kentucky's teacher surplus may con.
moral;
no
one
can
be
perfectI3
The morning stars are Venus, happy till all are happy."
tinue indefinitely. He said the state now is producing about 6001
Mars and Saturn.
teachers a year for a Kentucky market of about 2500 jobs. A
The evening stars are Mercu
decreasing portion of that surplus is being absorbed by other
ry and Jupiter.
states.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Leo.
ECONOMY—An increased interest being shown by in.
British writer Izaak Walton
dustrialists in new plant construction in Kentucky is a good sign
was born Aug. 9, 1593.
that the national economy may be on the verge of a significant
On this day in history:
upswing, Commerce Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs said. In
In 1831 the first train in the
January, his agency had only five active industrial prospects on
United States to be powered by
file, but for the last five months over 35 new prospects have been
steam made a run between
processed a month.
Albany and Schenectady, N.Y.
In 1902 the prince of Wales
AMEND—Secretary of State Kenneth F. Harper certified the
was crowned King Edward VII
imposed homestead constitutional amendment, authorizing all
following the death of his
munty court clerks to place it on the Nov. 2 general election
, mother, Queen Victoria.
*not. The amendment would provide a $6500 exemption for the
Ilirtheay
of
In .1945 more than half of the
esidence of a person 65 years of age or older.
AMADEO AVOGADRO
Japanese city of Nagasaki was
destroyed when the United
1776 • 1856
JOBS—A total of 380 former welfare recipients have found jobs
States dropped its second
during the first two months of the Economic Security DepartItalian Phyi.icias and Chemist
atomic bomb.
ment's CREATE (Community Resources for Employment and
Exiirrinrented with Gaiell
In 1971 an airliner crashed in
Training Effort) program. CREATE is currently in effect in 15
Peru, killing 99 persons, 54 of
Kentucky counties.
them Americans.

WASHINGTON — Here in
summary form is the basic
structure of the "Old Left," the
"New Left," and connections
between the two, in the United
States:
Old Left — (1) Communist
Party of the United States

South America's Andean
3ations are working to put the
United States out of business in
their countries.
Expropriation of the big
copper companies in Chile July
11 is indicative of the lengths to TERRORISTS' AMBUSH
which left-leaning South
BANGKOK (UPI) — Police
American governments are said today 30 Communist
willing to go in some cases.
terrorists ambushed a governBut the new foreign in- ment force Friday, killing a
vestment code that Chile, along villager and wounding a policewith Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador man in the southern province of
'and Colombia, put into effect at Phatthalung.
mid-year suggests that five
The Villager had been guiding
nations of the Andean group
a joint force of soldiers and
are not just after the big
ambush
"foreign exploiters," as they boarder police. The
have depicted the mining touched off a 30-minute gun
companies, but against all battle.
Police said the terrorists
U. S. capital.
(Me, under the rule of self- were from a Banthad mountain
styled Marxist President Dr. hideout under attack by governSalvador Allende since last ment forces.
November, is moving down the
anticapitalist road most elections.
quickly. But Peru and Bolivia
The expropriation . was
are not far behind, and lengthily debated in the Chilean
Colombia,
unEcuador and
Congress, still controlled by the
certain of themselves, are Christian Democrat Party.
teetering at the brink.
Yet, when it came time to vote
The code, officially termed the measure, the Christian
"the common regime for Democrats,
effect,
in
treatment of foreign capital, disavowed the masterwork of
trademarks, patents, licenses the administration of former
and royalties," embodies what President Eduardo Frei,
txisinessrnen call "the fade-out founder of their party, who had
..heory." .
"Chileanized" copper. They
Under it, foreigners have to supported
the
Marxist
sell majority interest in their takeover.
business to private investors or
Allende insists that copper
to the governments of the companies will receive "just"
Andean countries within 15 to indemnification, but he also
20 years, if they want to enjoy has said that any compensation
the benefits of the Andean will be reduced by the amount
Common Market.
of "excess" profits they made
The Council of the Americas, between 1955 and 1970.
a private U. S. association of
Precedent for that type of
the 200 corporations that ac- arrangement was set in Peru
cent
of
85
per
around
count for
following the expropriatio5vbf
. U. S. private investment in the Internation p‘t
. Petroleum
eta
Latin America, says that the Co. by the milita y'
torship
code -could seriously deter that took power
e in 1968
and, in many cases eliminate,
The Peruvian military
the role which existing foreign countered IPC's claim for
playing
in
the
investments are
compensation with a bill for all
countries of the Andean area." the petroleum the company had
produced between 1924 and
Already 56 council members
1968. alleging that its conhave put off plans on 84
cession was illegal.
projects they had in the Andean
countries.
None of this seems to have
ADULTS
influenced the Andean five,
several of which boast men who
A
enjoy international reputations
as businessmen, financiers or
c:cts.r r V:
41‘.
economists.
possibility
the
This suggests
GEORGE C. SCOTT
that those leaders of the
Andean group, who are not
Winner
Best Actor in
Marxists or convinced anticapitalists, may be acting
against their better economic
judgment. By letting "foreign
(GP)
imperialism" be set up as a
scapegoat, they delay the time
when they may be called to
account for the failures of their
liberal, often self-styled
revolutionary governments to *DOUBLE FEATURE
live up to promises of a better
• BOTH RATEb X
life for their people.
Actually, the expropriation of * Games Men Play
the copper companies in Chile
Also
came as no surprise. It was one
of the 40 points in the basic
Caressed
program of the Marxist
Popular Unity coalition that
7:30-9:15
carried President Allende to
victory in the September, 1970,

:9

THE

ALL

(Moscow-oriented); (2) Socialist Workers Party )Trotskyite;
not associated with any foreign
nation); ( 3) Progressive Labor
Party (Maoist). All are revolutionary Communist parties but
reflect international divisions
In the Communist movement.
New Left — sprang from
three basic elements: (1) civil
rights movement;( 2) Students
for a Democratic Society; (3)
Free Speech Movement at University of California at Berkeley. Students for a Democratic
Society is the core group, but is
now broken into three fragments: ( 1) Weatherman I the
most violent tt t 2i Youth Revo-

lutionary Movement (largely
disappeared); • (3) Workers
Student Alliance.
Connections between Old and
New Left — (1) Socialist Workers Party has youth branch
called Young Socialist Alliance
which has 75 to 100 chapters on
U.S. college campuses. Together SWP and YSA first
formed the Student Mobilization Committee, later the National Peace Action Coalition,
both of which have been sponsoring front organizations fa
antiwar demonstrations ir
Washington and other cities
Progressive Labor Party
(Maoist) successfully infil
trated many Students for E
Democratic Society units anc
used these to form the Workers
Student Alliance. This basical
ly is another name for SDS be
fore it divided into three parts
Its goal was to form an ethane(
with workers as the found&
tions of a disciplined revolutionary movement.

Dic

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Cain (Mrs. Julia Fay
Cain), Rt. 2, Murray, Baby Boy
Whitney (Mrs. Phyllis Whitney 1,
Rt. 1 Box 121, Murray.

II Was • Good Year
Moyle:
Sergeant Deadhead"
Movie
Movie
It Takes. Thief
It Tokio* a Thief

Newcomers
Sports Now, Wthr.; Sports
Movie:

g 2 ;(10 Tonight

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

1

August 5, 1971
ADULTS 94
NURSERY 7

Channel 8

subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
month. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties, $7.50 per year;
other destinations within 191 miles of Murray, $15.00; more than 150
miles from kaiirrav.
$16.00.

"The kids in the neighborhood have passed from a sudden attack of long imifeilitis into air rifleitis", from the column, -Seen
& Heard Around Murray".
Rev. Paul T. Lyles will be the speaker at the meeting of the
a„ Wesleyan Circle of the WSCS of the First Methodist Church to be
held at the Student Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin and daughters, Frankie and Mary
Leslie, have returned from a trip to Washington, D. C. ,
Baltimore, Md.

Hospital Report

DISMISSALS
Robert Perry Hornsby, 813
Nive, Murray, Mrs. Malay Mary
Collins, 1304 Sycamore, Murray,
Miss Susan Leann Elkins, New
Concord, Master Bobby James
Mestepey, Rt. 1 Box 184-E,
Metropolis, Ill., Mrs. Irene
Elizabeth Kesterson, 807 Poplar,
Murray, William Arthur Kinel,
103 1st Murray, Mrs. Hilda Ann
Youngblood, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Anita Carol Lawson and
Baby Girl, 702 Goodman,
Murray, Mrs. Bessie Agnes
Coles, Rt. 2, HazelilArs. Gels
Eloise Thompson, Rt. 1 Box 466,
Murray, Baby Boy Wilson, Mr.
William Henry Dunn ( expired),
1501-Story Ave., Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Billington (Mrs.
Rebecca Billington), Rt. 1, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Thomas Franklin Lyles, Rt. 2,
Murray, L. W. Paschall, 1421
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Minis Marie
Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Frances Kay York, Rt, 2, Benton,
Mrs. Joyce Faye Kendall, Rt, 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Tommie
Elizabeth Thorn, 504 Walnut,
Murray, Mrs. D$ordthy Louise
Guthrie, 1610 MaOlolia, Murray,
Harold Richard Stone, Rt, 7, Box
230, Murray, Mrs. Linda Nell
Nance, Rt. 1, Springeville, Tenn.,
John Stephen Linn, Box 224,
Benton, Miss Carolyn Ann
Towery, Rt. 2, Murray, Nickie
Larry Ahart, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Loretta Faye Ward and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Eva May
McDermott, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Norma Jean Workman and Baby
Girl,415 S. Ilth St., Murray, Mrs.
Ruth Ann Outland, 1902 Sherry
Lane, Murray, Woodhull Shenck
Irwin, No, 3 Winchester Apts.,
Murray, Mrs. Maydell Moody,
New Concord, Mrs. Ovie
Lovelace White, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Edith Irene Ward,Rt. 1, Box
182, Sedalia, Dewey Deason, 1726
Addison, Grannit, Ill., Toy
Brandon,Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Mary
Cunningham,Major,Rt.5, Cadiz,
Mrs. Mary Tommie Brandon
(From Cony. Div.), Baby Boy
Beach.
SI+ER GAS OMELET
LAKEWOOD, Calif. (UPI) —
Deputies said Kenneth J.
McCoy, 25, stole a truck loaded
with eggs Friday while the
driver was making a restaurant
delivery, and the truck turned
over as he tried to elude a
pursuing patrol car.

Max Walker, fit
Hackney, left

111.

McCoy was charged with auto
theft, driving under the influence of dangerous drugs, hit
and run and resisting arrest.
Firemen were faced with the
job of cleaning up the enormous
omelet left when the truck's
24,000 eggs smashed against the
pavement, blended with leaking
gasoline, and began to cook in
the 95-degree heat.
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Dick Brown Wins

This is the way you're supposed to do it !!!

Unbeatable Dick Brown of third tournament and many
Paducah, slammed a cool 155 complimented local shriners on
over the weekend to ice his third both the quality and growth of the
Shrine Championship in the tournament. This year saw 152
Murray Shrine Club Invitational golfers take the field, a large
Tournament which was held at increase over last year's tourthe Calloway Country Club nament when 101 gathered-on the
Saturday and Sunday.
golf course at the CallowaY
Pete Coburn. also of Paducah Country Club. Sixty played in the
came in as runner-up for the third first tournament in 1969.
straight year. He and Al Lindsey Robinson was lavish in his
shot 159 and a coin toss decided praise for all those who helped in
the runner-up position. Lindsey any way to make the affair an
was third with 159 and Don outstanding success."Of course I
Robinson fourth with 161.
want to thank all those Shriners
Ralph McCuiston won the and others who helped in the
Shrine First Flight with a 170 for operation of the tournament,"
the two day play with John An- Robinson said, "but I parderson as runner-up with 179. ticularly wish to express my
Clyde Roberts won the Shrine appreciation to the President and
Second Flight in a sudden death Board of Directors of the
playoff with Bruce Wilson of Calloway Country Club and the
Fulton. They both ended with membership of the club, for
191's and the flight winner was turning over the entire club
decided on the first hole in the facilities to the Murray Shrine
playoff. Wilson was second.
Club for this event."
Roy Cothran blasted a 154 to The Murray Shrine Club had
snatch the Guest Championship the use of the clubhouse and the
from Dennis Clymer. Clymer 18-hole golf courre for the two
shot 155 and Robert Laws was days.
third with 156.
Saturday evening the club held
The Guest First Flight winner a dinner for tournament entrants,
was Bill Hall with 167 with Nicky their wives and families and on
Ryan second with 168. Tom Poore Saturday night a dance was held
of Benton also shot a 168 and the at the club house.
decision was made with a coin This year once more, a number
,
toss.
of golfers from Nashville supGuest Second Flight winner ported the tournament. Country
was Max Walker with a 178. Joe music stars Lester and Leslie
Duperrieu of Paducah was Wilburn and a number of their
Come on Joe, why don't you hit the ball??
second with 182. John Hackney associates in the country music
was third with Mt.
92-87-179
field participated in the tour- handed out Sunday afternoon the Richard Knight
Life jackets are made to be
92-90-182
The Guest Consolation Flight nament. Shriners from eight winners as well as golf equip- _James Boone
They are worthless if used
worn.
91-91-182
Ivan Frye
wis won by Joe Carson with 198 different temples were on hand ment.
92-91-183 for cushions or stowed sway. Be
E. J. Haverstock
with Ted Lawson runner-up with for the event. Potentate Tom
91.93-184
Cedric Brown
sure the life saving devices on
87-97-1°4
Bill Burgle
201.
Gardner and members of the James Klapp, who lives in the Steve
board are Coast Guard approved
98--185
87
Sanders
area Gene McCutcheon
The weather man was kind to ruling Divan of Ftizpah Temple Baltimore-Washington
92 97--189 and in good condition.
91-107-198
the Third Shrine Invitational with Bill Toy and William E. Moffett probably made the longest trip to Bill Nelson
dominant were present also,as well as Past Murray to play in the tourskies
overcast
Guest Second Flight
nament. Others came from
throughout Saturday and Sunday Potentate Dundee Fulford.
93-85-178
with some sunshine coming The golf tournament is the Louisville, Nashville, Davenport, Max Walker
93-89--182
Duperrieu
through intermittently. The high largest event in the Rizpah Iowa, Evansville and a host of Joe
93-90-183
John Hackney
be
towns.
95-88-144
to
other
air
the
caused
humidity
Tommy Latimer
Temple area which covers all of
93-92-185
Metzger
Joe
heavy and muggy, but the golfers West Kentucky. IL has grown Don Robinson was tournament
93-92-185
Ronnie Hutson
TO
96-90-186
made their rounds in good shape. from a field of 60 to 1969 to 152 this manager with Shriners and their Cam Mullins
-94-93-187
Harold Dempsey
Don Robinson, Tournament year.
wives and friends working at Chuck Shuffett
95-93-188
Manager reported that all golfers A large array of silver was various posts for the two days. Holmes Ellis
North Tenth & Main
94-94--188
99-89--188
seemed to be pleased with this
Ellis
C.
M.
Golfers lauded the condition of Bob Morris
97.92.-189
Immediately North
94-96--190
the greens and the course which Booty Russell
100-92--192
are under the management of Bill Rowland
of Memorial Baptist
95-101-196
James Allbritten
Jimmy Sullivan, Club Pro.
103-93-196
Charles Caldwell
99-97-196
Church on Tenth Street
Joe Dick
100-96-196
E. D. Miller
101-96-197
switch is Dan Devine, the
Moody
Keys
By MILTON RICHMAN
Shrine Championship
96-101--197
Jack Bates
Packers' new coach, and
UPI Sports Writer
98100-198
75-80--155 Jr. Garrison
Brown
Dick
and
Devine
the
says
Nitschke
NEW YORK (UPI)—Ray
era-er—tie Wevver Putton
ill
Nash
believed
Lombardi
Bryce
Vince
litf.e
77-82--159
Nitschke isn't the kind of fellow
Al Lindsey
97-103-200
82-79--161 Earle Steele
Don Robinson
many of the same things.
102-99-201
you forget in a hurry.
81-81-162 Danell Keller
McClintock
Jim
101-101-202
ferocious "I'm very impressed with Sid Lester
and
78414--163 John Watson
He's big
101-101-202
Fairchild
82-82--164 Gene
looking, yet there's a gentle Devine," Nitschke says. "He'll Elvin Cooper
85-102--165
have a lot of success in Green Eddie Bryan
Guest Consolation
quality about him.
87-78--165
Wilburn
Lester
83-83--166
He has sharp, solid features, Bay. He can communicate. He James M. Lassiter
104-94-198
85-82--167 Joe Carson
J. E Radcliff
the kind that seem as if they talks real well, and the players A.
105-96-201
85-86.-171 Ted Lawson
C. Sanders
I
respect him. This is half the T. E.
115-89-204
nosier
Owen
were chiseled out of granite.
86-86--172
Holland
107-97-204
87-94--181 Charles McCuiston
Ray Nitschke, especially with battle. Coach Lombardi was Ed Brown
105-103-20e
Harold Hopper
Now Offers
his helmet off, really looks like more of an emotional type. He
105-101-209
Richard Latimer
Shrine First Flight
Devine
verbal.
was
more
112-96-210
Dick Smiley
no other football player you
105-106-211
88-82-170 Gingles Wallis
ever saw and the fact is he doesn't make as much noise. Ralph McCuiston
104-106-212
90-89--179 Marshall Gordon
John Anderson
the
of
has
control
But
he
way.
106-106-212
same
the
Clopton
plays
90-93-183 James
John Quertermous
on
the
ball.
He's
106-106-214
situation.
Crouse
Dan
Bill
96-88-184
the
into
Roberts
Danny
"Nobody puts more
117-109-226
95-90-115 John Sammons
Waynick
game. He's one man who lives Nothing gets away from him." Clyde
115-111-226
98-88-186 Gene Smith
Frank Gibson
120-107-227
95-92-187 Cecil Farris
by the rules of what profession- Ray Nitschke, who had some Herb Schriener
113-115-226
98-90--11111 Dan McKinney
al football is all about—conflict, back trouble last year, feels Wally Ford
111-115-229
Shackelford
John
92-97-189
Tommy Carroll
111-116-230
competition and cooperation," fine now. He hopes things will Jack Blackwell
97-100-192 James Klapp
Phone 753-8119
back
be
136-122-258
he'll
and
that
95-97-192 Dave Ellis
George Everette
says Buddy Young, the admi- change
92-101-193
Wayne Doran
nistrative assistant to Football at his old job before the Tommy
96-97-193
Marcum
Commissioner Pete Rozelle and Packers play their first league Guy Spann
96-98--194
New
York
the
game
against
94-105--199
Stanley
J. L.
a man who put plenty into the
game himself when he played Giants next month.
Shrine Second Flight
You may remember Ray
It.
100-91-191
happy
overly
Roberts
Clyde
wasn't
Nitschke
"Ray Nitschke," says Buddy
100-91-191
Bruce Wilson
99-93-192
Young, "is as fine a profession- about being called "the animal" R B Tibber
an national TV after the Harold Pearce
99-43-192
al as there is."
100-45-195
Bill Park;
Maybe that was why there Packers knocked off Kansas Leslie Wilburn
99-90-197
100-99--199
was more than some surprise Cfty in the Super Bowl in 1967. W. R. Waschick
100-104-204
James
when it was announced the He isi't overly happy about Henry
107-100-207
Persall
Jack
other day at Depere, Wis., the being called a second-stringer Dundee Fulford
103-104-207
101-107-201
Boots Conn
Green Bay Packers' training either.
105-103--2011
Lee
Jerry
was
felt
anybody
never
site, that Ray Nitschke had "I've
109-104-213
Edward Redd
113-112-225
James Perkins
been relegated to work with the better than I was," he says.
was
ever
nobody
is
truth
The
second-stringers.
Guest Championship
Whadd'ya want, you say, the BUCKS SIGN MCGLOCKLIN
77-77-1
guY is no kid, he's 34. If you MILWAUKEE (UPI)—John Roy Cothran
110-75-1
Clymer
say that then you don't know McGlocklin, described as a Dennis
79-77-1
Robert Laws
83-75-151
all there is to know about Ray player who "always gives that Ted Billington
79-81-160
Walker
John
Nitschke.
13-76-161
something extra" by coach Bob Fike
This is the same Ray Larry Costello, has signed a Bill Fandrich
82-79-161
61-110--161
Nitschke who was named new three-year contract with U.C. Garrott
79-82-161
Spann
Buddy
linebacker on the first all-time the Milwaukee Bucks. McGlock- Chad Stewart
7641.5-161
65-76-161
team ever picked by the lin, 28, was fourth in the Bill Hopson
60-63-163
McCage
National Football League only National Basketball Association John
89-79-164
Bob Burke
two years ago; the same Ray In field goal accuracy with a Graves Morris
85-80-145
83-84--167
Charles Bone
Vince
whom
Nitschke of
.535
percentage.
82-85-167
Celusta
Walt
Lombardi once said "I wish all
After Trgestetent
before Treeheeer
84-83-167
Bill Doss
Goer,. Sereyets sheers revolts by National Nemo Tommie,.
78-89-167
my players were like him." the PENGUINS SIGN FONTEYNE John White
80-87-167
Payne
Left
—
(
James
UPI)
PITTSBURGH
same Ray Nitschke whose
82-85--167 Mr. J. J. Hall will be back in proof of the cause of your hair
Jim White
name has been a byword in the wing Val Fonteyne, one of five Sam Griffin
8286-168 Murray,
again loss.
Kentucky
of
the
remaining
members
85 84-169
and
years
Box
John
Many conditions can cause hair
10
NFL the past
10.
August
Tuesday,
•
83 86-169
Boggess
loss. No matter which one is causwhom they always used as a original Pittsburgh Penguins, Mickey
83-88--171
Jerry Jones
Now is the time to act on tbis
your hair loss, if you wait
85 86-173 great opportunity. Every man and ing
yardstick to measure all the has signed a contract with the Ted Jennings
until you are sliek bald and your
85-91-176
In
club
season.
1971-72
for
the
Day
Bob
should
hair
up.
losing
coming
now
woman
lions
young
hair
new
roots are dead you are be85-92-177 take advantage of this FREE
13. W Johnson
yond help. If you still have bar
15-99-184 CONSULTATION.
"I'm running with the second 70 games last season, the
J T Bolen
on
the
top of your head, dein
year
four
only
scored
veteran
outfit now but I'm not bitter
put it off until it's all off. It
Guest First Flight
GUARANTEED
goals.
who
man
about it," says the
If you are accepted for treat- doesn't make 'Team for • man to
86-81-.167 ment, you will be given a written let himself go bald, certainly not
NAISCAR MAR- Bill Hall
has helped the Packers to five KNuDSEN
87-81-168
without seeing • National Heir
Ryan
!Vickie
a pro-rated b a,s is and
league championships and two SHAL
86 82-168 guarantee on
Scalp Consultant to see if we
Tom Poore
end.
to
from
beginning
Ala.
TALLEDEGA,
(UPI)—
89-81-170
Bowl
titles.
John Paul k
can help you.
A Super
Gardner
86
87-173
.
Sherman
in
HELP
CAN'T
up
Semon E. Knudsen, former
"I realize I'm getting
ON
FREE
91-83-174
Jerry Hopkins
Male pattern baldness is the Just takeCONSULTATI
age and they're trying to give Vice President of General Virgil Harris
1116-1111-174 cause
a few minutes of your
cases
of
majority
great
a
of
88416--174
Jim Carter some work in the Motors and President of the Chester Thomas
90-1114-174 of baldness and excessive hair loss, time on Tuesday, August 10 and
Story
middle. He's got a lot of Ford Motor Company, will Grady
for which no method is effective. go to the Holiday Inn Motel
91-114-17S
Biiiington
Bob
111147-175 National's Hair Consultant cannot between 1 pin. and 8:30 p.m. and
potential. He replaced Dave serve as Grand Marshal of the Paul Beard
119-116-17S help those who are slick bald
cohoon
Robinson on the right side when Talladega 500 Nascar race at vernon
ask the desk clerk for J. J. Hall's
116-89-17S after years of gradual hair loss.
Sam Spiceland
and
season
n
Alabama
and
Aug.
Speedway
Dave got hurt last
RI if you are not already slick room number.
90-116-174
Purdom Lovett
do
can
1118-8111--176 bald, how ran you be sure what
There iv_sycherge or obligapresent the Knudsen Memorial Rob Miller
they wanna see what he
11111-119-177 is actually causing your hair loss? tion . . . all con-ultations are pd.
Blankenship
in the middle. I ran see their Trophy to the winner of the Macon
91-86--177 Even if baldness seems to "run in ‘ate, you will not be emb
Keith Hinton
teds
$120,000 event in honor of his Ouddy Davis
117-91-178 the family:' !hi. is certainly no in or
point."
uay.
89-119-176
Donald Wilson
who made the father
The man

WHITEWAY
BARBER SHOP

HAS MOVED

Sports Parade

Max Walker, right was Guest Second Flight winner. Third was John .
Hackney, left. Don Robinson, Tournament Manager is in the center.

Trim

PA111?RAT
MUFFLER
SERVICE

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE

LOSING HAIR?

Don'tPutIt OffUntilIt's AllOff!
National's Hair Consultant
Here Tuesday

James Klapp, left came all the way from the Baltimore-Washington area
to play with his brother Gene Fairchild right of St. Lewis.
1

Action People Use The
WANT ADS
READ the WANT ADS

Murray. Kcntuck

42071

Phone 753 1916

5.

1
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Airs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

Monday, August 9
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the social
hall at 7:30 p.m.

Double standard
in the swimming pool
By - Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Some neighbors of ours have a swimming
pool behind their house. They also have a pair of 11-year-old
twin boys and two daughters, 9 and 13. These neighbors allow
their boys to swim in the raw at the same time their
daughters use the pool, but the girls wear swim suits. That's
their business, but it presents a problem to us because the
twin boys have invited our son to swim in their pool.
Our son says swimming in the raw doesn't bother him,
girls or no girls. (Can this be?) He also says that the
neighbor boys were raised to believe that it is proper for
girls to see what boys look like, but it is not proper for boys
to see what girls look like. How do you feel about this, Abby?
And should we let our boy swim at the neighbors?
—COLORADO READERS
DEAR READERS: Slate your asa already bores what
boys leek Uke, artily net? And I deal knew why It's any more
"proper" for girls to know what boys leek like than for boys
to knew whet girls leek like.
IMAR ABBY: My mother in law is a "good" person.
That's the trouble. She's TOO good. She offers to baby-sit,
and while we are gone she cleans my house, does the laundry
and rearranges cupboards and closets.
My husband and I have asked her to please just leave
things as they are, but she doesn't listen It is not only
Impossible for us to rind things after she has "rearranged"
everything, but she gripes to our children about how
"disorganized" the place is.
One time she washed red with white and we all had pink
underwear and socks. Last night she WASHED my best wool
knit slacks and today my 8-year-old daughter can wear them.
She has a key to our house. [Big mistake.] Whenever we
are gone and she has nothing else to do, she comes over and
gets busy.
I don't want to hurt her feelings, but I have had it. Any
suggestions?
—NO HELP NEEDED
DEAR NO HELP: First, manage is get the key back.
Then have year Milhaud tell her that you can't allow her te
"help" yea by baby-sitting unless she promises to step
helping you te keep Muse. Tell him to be firm, but
geetle—Bm let her knew he means business.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to a very kind and
gentle man for over 25 years. We have raised five children.
The youngest, and only one home, is 17.
My husband has become interested in a very attractive
woman who is slightly younger than I am. They are at
present only "eyeing" each other. Ali my life I have been a
very perceptive person, and I know they are attracted to
each other.
My question: Should I confront him with my knowledge
immediately, or remain silent? He, of course, would probably
tell me that I am mistaken, but I do believe it might stop
him as he does love me and our family.
I fully realize this happens to many people but I want to
know if I would be doing the wise thing by speaking
up
—MRS. HEARTSICK
DEAR MRS. HEARTSICK: U you believe it might
"step" him, speak up. And the wooer the better.
what's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Bel wee, Les Angeles, Cal.
Will. For a personal reply esciese stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's new besides. 'What Tees-Agers Want is
Idaraw." mead $I Si Abby, Bea WM,Las Angeies. CaL Will.

••••

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis Smith
Celebrate 66th Wedding AnniversarN
',..
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Lewis
, Smith of Kirksey, route 1, observed their sixty-sixth wedding
t anniversary with a family
gathering at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Rudy Riley,
, . Kirksey, route I.
. Mr. and Mrs. Smith were
married July 30th, 1905 by the
late Rev. Johnny White in
Graves caunty.
They are the parents at tee
• &Wren,seven of whom are still
living. They have twenty-fixr
grandchildren and twenty-five
great grandchildren.
Those attending were Mr. and
I
l,
Mrs. Hur
lisrhdand.
Smith,
Wilford
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. William
Smith and Gail, the Rev. and
Mrs. Raymon Smith, and Mrs.
Doll* James, Kathy, Marty said
Kent of Mayfield. route 5

t

I
/

Bridal Shower tied
For Lawanda Jones
Miss Lawanda Jones, brideect of John Harmon, was the
noree at a bridal shower held
th the Lodge Hall in Aurora on
ursday, July
at seven-thirty
- 'clock in the evening,
The honoree wore a navy blue
ess and was presented a cor4page of yellow daisies.
Games were played and prizes
'ere won by Miss Linda Lilly,
as Donna Boggess, and Mrs.
ell Outland.
Refreshments of cake, mints,
;tuts, and punch were served.
,. The honoree owned her many
rively gifts
,I• Approximately fifty persons
ere present or sent gifts

t

t
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Mr. and Mrs. Wade Toon, Kim
and Kandy of Paducah. Mrs.
Robbie Pigg, Pam and Mike,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Pigg, Sandy,
Rusty, Doni, and Jason, Mrs.
Ufa Smith, Mrs. Roscoe Barnes
and Mrs. Ralph Black and Jill of
Farmington
Mr. Lennis Riley of Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Riley and
Jill, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Riley
and the honor guests. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lewis Smith.

Spaghetti or macaroni,
topped with savory sauces,
makes good sense for
summertime meals when you
want something hearty, but
don't want to heat up the
kitchen. The spaghetti, and its
mute, can cook on top of the
range. Sauce mixes or prepared
sauces are hurry-up helpers. If
you make your own medal
sauce, double the batch and
freeze some to um another day.
Cook macaroni products In
plenty of boiling, salted
water-1 gallon water plus 2
tabiemoons salt per pound of
macaroni-and check often so
you don't overcook. Macaroni
and spaghetti Mould be cooked
until "al dente" or nr/I1 to the
tooth.
Summer's fruits, just plain
good for out of hand eating,
also make terrific sandwich
fillers. Blend dicen fresh
peaches Into cream cheese,
spread on whole wheat bread,
top with a layer of diced
strawberries and a second bread
dice and you'veygot a sandwich
elegant enough for any
luncheon, Chop fresh cherries
and stir into sour cream with
bits of candied ginger to 'plead

Rainbow For Girls
The Executive Board of the
Quota Club will meet at the Holds—Meet With
Southside Restaurant at 5:30
Paducah Guests
p.m.

Plow 713-1517 err 713-41111

Belote-O'Rourke Vows Read

Hon

By DOR01
NEW Y(
does it take
It is sum
young fami
not even th
cash down

Betty Lowry Named
Calloway Medalist

et/WI
:

Betty Lowry was the medalist
at the regular ladies day golf held
Wednesday at the Calloway
County Colintry Club.
Others named were Euva Nell
Mitehell, middle man, Marilyn
Paulk, blind hole on No. I, and
ennie Knight, best sport.
Norma Frank was the golf
hostess for the day.

The American Legion and Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
Auxiliary will meet at the Legion of the Rainbow for Girls held its
regular meeting at the Masonic
Mrs. Bryan Overcast
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Hall on Tuesday, August 3, at
Woodmen of the World Camp seven o'clock in the evening.
Miss Paula Cook, worthy ad592 will have a family night
supper at the WOW Hall at 6:30 visor, presided and Miss Betsy
p.m. Meat, bread, and drinks Riley, recorder, read the
Mrs. Bryan Overcast of 511 will be furnished. Ladies are minutes. Plans were made for a
%%then,Murray, has announced asked to bring salads and skating party to be held Monday,
August 16.
her retirement as an Avon desserts.
The Assembly discussed
representative.
arrangements for the School of
"Patye" as she is know to her
Tuesday, August 10
many friends and customers has The members and friends of Instruction and Inspection to be
been with the Avon Company for the Murray-Calloway County held on Saturday, August 28. A
many years. She started selling Senior Citizens Club will make a potluck supper will be served.
the products years ago and bus trip to Nashville, Tenn. For It was announced that Mr- The lovely home of Mrs.
has served under four district reservations by August 4 call s.sliesetta Robertson Todd had Jimmy Rickman in Canterbury
Estates was the scene of the
managers.
Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Birdie been appointed to the Grand
At an honorary luncheon held Parker, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, or Executive committee at the 1971 brunch for Miss Pamela Kaye
at the Holiday Inn, Mrs. Overcas1 Mrs. Gussie Adams.
State Asembly held at Louisville. Garland, bride-elect of Leo F.
was presented several specia
Special guests for the meeting Rogers, and her bridesmaids
'Ibe meeting of the Baptist
awards by Mrs. Janet Kunick
were members of the Pachicah held on Saturday, July 31, at ten
Young Women of the Sinking
inorning.
manager of this district.
ULT Assembly which was in- o'clock in the .
Spring Baptist Church has been
Mrs. Ricidtials, Mrs. Joe Pat
stituted by the Murray Assembly
Mrs. Overcast said in her
postponed until August 17.
retiring speech, "I have made a
in June. Members from Paducah Ward, and' Ws. Walter Waterfield were theleciaus hostesses
lot of friends and have always
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 were Charlotte Stuart, Carol
regarded selling Avon as a Order of the Eastern Star will Walker, Deborah Ladlock, Gloria for the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack M. Belote announce the marriage of their
The bride-elect chose to wear
pleasure instead of -a job".
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Sisson, Pauline Gilbert, Cindy
for the event a black and white oldest daughter, Marion Page Belote to Peter F. O'Rourke II, son
Emerson,
Lereva
Lockett,
Mary
p.m.
frock while her mother, Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. O'Rourke, Sr., of New Brunswick, New
Group II of the First Ilaptist Horn, Myra Sisson, Debbie Eurie Garland, wore a blue and Jersey.
Whitworth,
Mary
Sisson,
and
Church WMS will meet at the
white polyester dress.
A private ceremony was held at the First Presbyterian Church,
home of Mrs. S. L. Horn at ten Stacy Seaton. Adults were Mrs. The hostesses presented the Murray, on Friday August 6, at ten o'clock in the morning. Rev.
losetta
and
Mrs. Marie
Lowe
am.
Stuart, mother advisors, and ionoree with a set of queen size Charles Moffet performed the ceremony.
;beets and pillow cases.
Mr. and Mrs. O'Rourke will make their home in Mannheim,
The Quota Club will meet at Selvin Sisson.
Miss Garland presented her Germany.
Rainbow
present
Murray
girls
The Dorothy Group of the the Southside Restaurant at 12 were Paula Cook, Vickie attendants with gift books.
The brunch table was overlaid
Baptist Women of the First noon.
the sale of birthday calendars ti
Kalberer, Janet Newberry, Janie
Wednesday, August U
Baptist Church held its last
be made on an order basis. She
Lamb, Kathy coleman, Barbara with a green cloth and centered
with an arrangement of yellow
meeting with a dinner including
pointed out that the project woulc
:Sledd, Irene Futrell, Kathy
husbands and guests at the The ladies day luncheon will be Higginbotham, Dorisanna Steely, daisies in a crystal bowl.
be a joint effort of the Jaycette
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. served at noon at the Calloway Rim Lowe, Leslie Klein, Nita Refreshments served were a half
and Jaycees.
County
Country Club. Hostesses Atkins, Teresa Carraway, fresh cantaloup filled with fresh
Rubin James on the Lynn Grove
Two new members were
are Mesdames John Pasco, Patricia Evans, .Betsy Riley, fruit and lime sherbert, fruit
Road.
welcomed at the meeting. They
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, chairman, James Payne, L. K. Pinkley, Linda George, Lena Robertson, drink, and coffee.
The Murray-Calloway County are Mrs. Barry Bybee and Mrs
welcomed the members and Cook Sanders, Sam Spiceland, Debbie Nance, Sherry Vaughn, Present were Miss Rhonda
held their regular Steve Brodsky. Other members
Jaycettes
guests and presided over a brief Roy Starks, Bob Crawford, Sal Gail Vaughn, Sherry Nolin, and Jane Garland, who will be maid
on Wednesday present for the meeting were
meeting
monthly
of honor for her older sister, Mrs.
business session. A special of- Matarazzo, Bill Doss, Bill Wyatt, Joni Scott.
o'clock at Mrs. C. P. Williams, Mrs. Pearly
seven-thirty
at
evening
fering was taken to aid a former and Fred Wells.
Adults present were Mrs. Twila Steve Sexton, Mrs. Dan Boaz,and the home of Mrs. C. P. Williams. McClure, Mrs. Paul Fleming,
foreign student of Murray State
Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs. Miss Kathy Rayburn, who will be The president, Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Van Waugh, Mrs. Jimmy
Thursday, August 12
University in his further
Faye Lamb, Mrs. Frances bridesmaids, the honoree, her called the meeting to order. The Rickman, Mrs. Joe Doran, Mrs
education in the United States.
Churchill, Mrs. Lillian Robert- mother, and the hostesses.
secretary, Mrs. Paul Fleming, 3avid Houston, and Mrs. Don
A special program folk singing The Cumberland Presbyterian :ion, Zane Coleman, and Dee
read the minutes from the last )oron.
was presented by Mrs. Hugh Women of the North Pleasant Lamb.
meeting. No financial report was
Noffsingeri who accompanied Grove Church will meet at seven
submitted due to the absence of
herself on the guitar. she also p.m. at the home of Mrs Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Billington of the treasurer.
Cunningham.
gave the devotion.
Mrs. Williams procured six
Hazel
Route One are the parents
Group singing was led by Larry
of a baby girl, Ginger Dawn, volunteers to help with both the Mrs. Barry Drew and son,
Saturday, August 14
Mayfield with Mrs. Castle Parker
weighing eight pounds 10% gate and the concession during Chris, have returned home after
accompanying on the organ
ounces,
Cemetery
Bethel
born on Wednesday, the tractor pulling contest to be spending a month with her
The
To conclude the evening's
Association
August
hold
4,
its
at 8:30 p.m. at the sponsored by the Jaycees on husband's parts, Mr. and Mrs.
annual
will
program Mr. and Mrs. Larry
August 21. The event will be held Robert W. Drew of Bridgeport,
Mayfield sang "Thy Will Be meeting at ten am.
The Olga Hampton Baptist Murray-Calloway County
at the Murray-Calloway County Conn. They made the trip by
Women of the Sinking Spring Hospital.
airplane.
Sunday, August 15
They have one other dauggger, Fairgrounds.
Members and
husbands
Baptist Church held its regular
The club voted to present a past
present were Dr. and Mrs.
monthly meeting on Monday, Jennifer Danette, age nineThie
father is employed at the Murray president pin to Mrs. Van Waugh. Miss Trudy Lilly of Nashville,
Robert Fox, Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood August 2, at the church.
She served the office of president Term.,is the guest of her parents,
will
their
celebrate
Crouch
50th
Mr.
James,
and Mrs. Homer
Mrs. Terry Sills directed the Division of the Tappan Company.
for
two years and was in- Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly. Miss
anniversary
wedding
with
Grandparents
a
are
Lou
Begley
Miller, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
study on the subject, "Italian
strumental in initiating the Lilly has just returned from a
Noffsinger, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh reception at the Murray Creativity,'. Others taking panl of Ohio, Mrs. John Hutson and
Jaycettes club and its work.
tour of Europe.
Oakley, Dr. and Mrs. Castle Woman's Club House from 2:30 to were Mrs. Gerald Dan Cooper, Mr.and Mrs. Jimmy Billington of
The president thanked all
five
friends
p.m.
All
and
Great
Murray.
grandparents
are
Parker, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Harding Galloway, Mrs.
Eugene Tarry. Guests were Mr. relatives are invited to attend. James H. Kuykendall, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. John X. Begley of members who worked at the Urges abolition
concession stand during the
and Mrs. Larry Mayfield and
Ronald Lockhart, and Mrs. Hazard and Mrs. Bill McKenzie
Murray-Calloway pair. This of property tax
of
Murray.
Robert Devine, brother of Mrs.
Starks.
Bobby
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) —
project
was a successful venture
Noffsinger who is a teacher in the
The opening prayer was led by
William G. Rosenberg, director
on
the
part
of
the
Jaycees
and
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Whitney
Chofu High School in Tokyo,
of the Michigan State Housing
Mrs. L.D.Warren with the call to
Jaycettes this year.
Japan.
Authority, says a plan to aboprayer being by Mrs. Bill Collins. of Murray Route One announce
A committee was appointed to lish property tax
as a source of
Plans were made for the the birth of a baby boy, Jonathan
work on a scrapbook for the club. school revenue "is the
"Christmas In August" drive for Wayne, weighing eight pounds
most
The
members
are
Mrs.
Paul
seven ounces, born on Thursday,
significant financial step the
all members of the church.
Miss Mary Carol Nobles,
Fleming,
Mrs. Joe Doran, Mrs. state could take to reduce the
A barbecue for members of the August 5, at 5:33 a.m. at the
August 7th bride-elect of John Baptist Women and
Pearly McClure, and Mrs. Van financial burden on housing.- -their families Murray-Calloway County
Daniel Jones, was honored with a
Waugh. The committee members
Rosenberg said, "Enactment
was planned for Thursday, Hospital.
lovely tea shower held on
August 19, at seven p.m. at the The father is a graduate will also aid the Jaycees witt of such a program would create
Murray was well represented Saturday, July 31, at the
a housing boom in Michigan
student at Murray State their scrapbook project.
City Park.
this - summer at Camp Bear Southside Restaurant Dining
The vice-president, Mrs and relieve serious financial
A social hour was held with University.
Creek. Many of the girls sold Room.
refreshments being served by the Mr. and Mrs. John Davis of Pearly McClure explained a nea pressure on our communities.
enough cookies to attend camp The hostesses for the occasion
hostesses, Mrs. Ronald Lockhart Eddyville are the maternal pro;ect for the Jaycettes to be
free on a cookie campership.
were Mrs. James Johansen, Miss
grandparents. Great grand- carried out during the month of
and Mrs. L. D. Warren.
Five local girls who attended Margaret Nell Jones, Mrs.
parents are Bob Barrett of September. The project involve
the two week camping session Hoffoman Swann, and Mrs.
Princeton and Mr.and Mrs. W. A.
were Mitzi Cathey, Debbie Rudolph Smith.
Odie Youngblood of Mayfield
Wells of Eddyville.
Did you know that Older
Henry, Sharon Outland, Lore For the prenuptial occasion the
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs eggs are supposed to be
Landolt, and Lynn Moore.
honoree chose to wear a pale
Michael Scott is the name Jewel Jones of Kirksey Route easier to peel? Fresh eggs
Seventeen of the girls attended pink dress with matching acchosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry Two. Great grandparents are Mr are usually more difficult
the one week session. They were cessories. Her hostesses' gift
Cain of Murray Route Two for and Mrs. Carl Jones of Murray to peel—so remember to
Keane Gregory,Sally Grasty, Jill corsage was of pink glarnelia.
Rev.and Mrs. W.H. Baldwin of their baby boy, weighing seven Mr. and Mrs. Jim Huspeth of use your oldest eggs when
Bement, Jean Cole, Mary Receiving the guests with the Mayfield Route Five,formerly of pounds two ounces,
born on Kirksey, and Rh-non Colson of preparing hard-cooked
eggs.
Wagoner, Betsy Gore, Julie honoree were her mother, Mrs, Calloway County, announce the Thursday, August 5,
at 10:25 a.m. Benton Route Five.
Billington, Jenise West, Debbie Mary I. Nobles, her mother-in- engagement and approaching at the Murray-Calloway
County
Nest, Audrey Conley, Melissa law to be, Mrs. G. B. Jones. The marriage of their youngest Hospital.
.iewitt, Kim Johnson, Janet mothers wore corsages of white daughter, Media,to Gary Bryan
They have another son, Brad,
knith, Marilyn Howard, Kim carnations, gifts of the hostesses. Dotson, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. age five. The father
is employed
Ford, Lim Hopkins, and Laura
Miss Margaret Jones, sister of Dotson of Benton Route Eight. with the Edwin Cain Construction
Lewis.
the groom-elect, kept the Miss Baldwin is a 1967 graduate Company.
The girls enjoying swimming, register. Guests signed the of Calloway County High School Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs.
boating, hiking, singing and bride's book with a yellow rib- and is now employed at W. T. Edwin Cain of
Murray and Mrs.
crafts. Some lived in cabins and boned pen.
Grant and Company of Mayfield. Margaret Nell Boyd of Murray
some lived in tents, but all got a
The beautifully appointed tea Mr. Dotson, a 1965 graduate of Route Two. Great grandparents
taste of rustic camp life, a Scout table was overlaid with a whits Benton High School, is employed are Mrs.
Lydia Cain and Mr. and
spokesman said.
satin cloth with yellow net draped at Air Products and Chemicals of Mrs. Lamer
Send the flea circus packing.
Farmer, all of
around the edge of the table Calvert City.
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs
Kill-Ko Flea Powder controls fleas,
caught up with yellow roses. The The wedding will be solemnized Preston
Boyd of Murray Route
lice and brown dog ticks on dogs
tea table was centered with an on Sunday, August 29, at four Two.
and cats. Kill-Ko Roach Powder
arrangement of yellow daisies o'clock in the afternoon at the
makes it "curtains" for La
Henry Jordan of Green Acres and small mums flanked by Maple Spring United Methodist
A baby girl, Michelle Lynn
Cucaracha and other performers —
R0401
Personal Care, Mayfield, will yellow candles in crystal can Church. All friends and relatives weighing seven pounds three
f'0/*
delabra
with
crystal tea service are invited to attend.
ants, waterbugs, silverfish, spiders
celebrate his 95th birthday,
h••••
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs
•••• ••••••
The color scheme of yellow wso
Tuesday, August 10th.
and crickets. When it comes to
Gary Youngblood of Mayfield
carried out in the individua Mrs. Johansen and Miss Mary Route
Seven at Backusburg or
bugs, Kill-Ko writes their
over raisin or white cakes, punch, mints and nuts
Ann Jones escorted the guests to Friday, August 8, at 2:53 a.m..aI
grand finale.
toast—delightful! Or try Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
Swanr view the many lovely gifts.
41111111
:
10
the Merray-Calloway County
mustard -spread white bread, presided at the
tea table.
Another bridal shower w Hospital.
topped with thin slices of ham
After the guests had been
given in honor of the bride-elect The father is employed at the
and juicy nectarines. Close
sandwich with another bread served, they were invited to the Miss Nobles, in Henderson, at
General Tire and Rubber
dice spread lightly with celery end of the dining room to view the home of her sister, Mrs. Bett Company, Mayfield.
many lovely gifts on display Lander, on July '17th.
seed dressing.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs

Mrs. Overcast Has
Retired From Avon
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Dorothy Group Has
Dinner At Home
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Jaycettes Meet At
Home Of President
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Homebuyi.ng lessons for young marrieds

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) - What
does it take to buy a house?
It is surprising how many
young families don't know not even the basic fact that a
cash down payment is necessary.
'Many ambitious young
American families do not have
the necessary cash to make a
down payment on a home because no one ever has told
them that's what it takes,"said
Jackson W. Goss, president of
Investors Mc rtgage Insurance
Co., Boston.
GOBO said: "We have found
young people in all parts of the
country who are literally starving for information on how to
take the first step into home
ownership."
These young people, he
said, have been attending onenight Home Buyer's School
sessions in cities acmes the
country, sponsored by local
groups as part of a new "Step
One program launched by Investors Mortgage.
( The company is a private
inortgage insurance organization which works with lenddrs, insuring the top 20 per
nt of high-ratio home loans
that young families with
good prospects but small cash
resources can purchase homes
with a minimum 10 per cent
of their
H,son
Church,
ng. Rev.

lenders tt
basis. She
ject woulc
Jaycettft
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24 months, 30, 36 or even 48.

"We were literally amazed
at what took place," Goss said.
"Seating for 800 persons had
been arranged; we really expected only 400 to 500 to show
up. Instead, 1,200 people turned out.Goes said the average le of
the audience was 30 - 'and
about 15 per cent of the wome i present were noticeably
premant." He said: "These
1,200 people were vitally interested in finding out what it
tak .s to buy a house. Every
ava table piece of printed material was snapped up and we
thought the ituestion-andanswer part of the program
would go on all night."
The Home Buyer's Scheel

The price
Naturally, the question
arises as to the price of the
house over an extended period of time. The builder, Goes
said, generally is not committed to a specific price and, with
rising coats, allowance should
be made in savings programs
for a vocable increase in the
down payment.
Goss said Investors Mortgage, to implement the new
pr4gram and speed its introduction, is working with lenders, builders and realtors in all
parts of the country to conduct informative Home Buyer's
educational sessions.
"These one-night seminars, in Portland recently drew the
at which local people talk to same kind of response, he said.
local people, are proving very
"One young Portland cowpopular," he said. "Thousands pie, with two children, really
of young families are having came prepared with questheir questions answered on tions." Goss said. "They asked
how to buy homes. Builders about closing costs, interest
are selling houses and lending rates on savings accounts,
institutions are gaining new
mortgage loan costs, building
depositors."
(sosts and time requirements.
The schools were started
After the meeting, Goss
after a test run earlier this year said, the husband said it wa.=
in Cincinnati. Investors Mort- the first time they ever heard
gage, along with the Cincinnati anybody "really sa7 it takes
Enquirer, the Home Builders ...ash to buy a house.'
Association of Greater Cincin"We didn't know the differnati and the Southwestern ence between conventional and
Ohio Savings & Loan League, government-insured loans. And
held the first of the sessions.
It was the first time I ever had
heard closing, costs explained in
a manner sol could understand
them."
This man's wife, Goes said,
added: "I thought you could
buy a house like you buy a car
or a stove - just go down to
the bank and tset a loan. Boy.
was I surprised..."
knew he did not stand a chance.

Snake-handler has
a charmed life

tek, New

innheirn,

down payment.
"Step One," Goss explained, "is a program designed to
bring fanulies, mortgage lenders and builders or realtors
together in a realistic approach
to home ownership."
The family which wants a
house is encouraged to make
the commitment, to save toward a specific goal over a
specific period of time. The
lender, because of the new
account, has more funds to
lend and, perhaps, a long-term
customer to boot. A participating builder, with a commitment for a house, can plan his
construction schedule
accordingly.
For example. Goss said, a
family in the market for a
house meets with a builder and
decides on a $30,000 house.
Lacking the minimum 10 per
cent, or $3,000, required as a
cash down payment, the family
opens a Step One account with
the lending institution which
will make the mortgage loan.
At $100 a month, for inatance,
the family, in 30 months, can
have $3,000 plus interest ready
for the down payment when
the builder, aware of the schedule, has the house completed.
Goes said there is no strict
time limit on a Step One account; a family can save according to its means - 18 months,

By JAMES CLARKE
Copley News Service
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - Whenever Dennis
Groves sees a spitting cobra, he
itrunediately displays symptoms of a cobra bite.
After a lifetime of milking
cobras of their venom he
doesn't dare go near one. If he
does, he chokes for breath, his
heart pounds dangerously fast
and he collapses.
Groves is one of the most
make-bitten men in the world.
Joint founder and first
curator of the Transvaal Snake
Park, Groves has one serious
handicap as a snake handler:
he is accident-prone. He has
been bitten 22 times - four
tames by pi ackleggs- four
times by green mairibas, six
times by spitting cols-as, three
times by snouted night adders,
once each by a gaboon adder,
an American copperhead, a
nole-viper, a garter
r black
make - and, as if to add that
final touch of the bizarre, by a
gila monster.
This does not include the
,innumeraple times he has been
*oitten by nonvenomous snakes.
In addition he has been spat in
the eyes 72 times by various
spitting cobras.
Time and time again he has
been carted off to nearby
Edenvale Hospital, swollen,
often
unconscious
and
dangerously near death.
Several times he has spent
days fighting for his life .n
intensive care units and usually
his hospital visits end with a
doctor warning him: "Your
next bite will probably be fatal.

Why don't you give it up?"
Groves' problem is that he
has become allergic to snake
venom and the effects of the
allergy are quicker and more
devastating than the effects of
the venom itself.
During his career, which
began 20 years ago as a snakecollecting schoolboy, he has
lost both index fingers, a third
finger and various fingertips
amputated
because
of
gangrene.
But Groves'career is already
recognized as an historic one in
the field of herpetology: he
produced the first effective
antidote to the usually fatal bite
of the boomslang and his
escapades taught medical
science a great deal about the
treatment of snakebite. in fact
it made Dr. Daan Marais of the
Edenvale Hospital a leading
authority on the treatment of
difficult cases of snakebite.
The climax of Groves'
strange career was in September, 1961, when a friend,
Bert Mitchely, was bitten while
showing friends a boomslang.
The bite did not appear to be
serious. He cleaned the wound,
felt a little sick, and went to
bed.
By 7 p.m. he was looking so
bad his wife drove him to
Pretoria General Hospital, by
which time he was suffering
severe internal hemorrhage.
He was given a 13-pint blood
transfusion but in four days he
died. There was no antivenom
available for the bite of the
boomslang.
Groves said, "I couldn't
bring myself to go and see him
in the hospital. I knew and he

Nobody had ever recovered
from a full boomslang bite.
Weight for weight,the venom is
the most powerful known to
science. It was Mitchely's
death that made int resolve to
,produce an effective antivenom
for boomslang."
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By LOUISE WALSH

are mixed.
Some schools emphasize
freedom from the "usual constraints of curriculums and
teacher-directed learning" and
others emphasize a relationship
to the community - education
within it and control by it.
All seem to share two basic
attributes, according to the
center - "Respect for tie.
individual students and a con
eentrated effort to break down

the mind-dulling traditional pat.
terns of education."
Major problems
Major problems are eco
nomic,relying on donations and
is:immunity support,rather than
legal.
The alternatives generall
share the philosophy that. a•

it older
to be
eh eggs
difficult
ther to
g when
I-cooked

NERVES OF STEEL-8nake handler Dennis Groves makes a grab for the neck of a spitting cobra
as be prepares to milk it at the Transvaal Snake Park in Johannesburg, South Africa. Groves has
been bitten 22 times by venomous snakes.
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condition he can't handle.
And about theme unpredicTravel topics
table Danish waiters, another
vignette: The scene-Deitmart's
oldest hotel, the tiny Dagmar
in Rebe. Dinner hour of 9 p.m.
Sun still shining, warm evening,
street door open. Dining room
crowded. Waiters entertaining
By FRANK H.BARTHOLOMEW drivers. In a thousand miles one another while guests play
of driving, some of it along with knives and forks. Group
AMSTERDAM (UPI) --Do
hard packed dirt roads of hippies seat themselves on
the
you agree that Norway is more
crossing
the successive moun- low stone wall across narrow
beautiful than Switzerland,
between the fjords - street and visible through open
tain
ranges
that the waiters of Denmark
roadways often so door. Hippies signal for service.
cliffhanging
have become the most unprenarrow that when vehicles meet Laughing waiters surge across
dictable in Europe, that the
one must back up-not a single the street,accept dinner orders,
Ritz in Lisbon has the finest
return to pick up entire table
accident was seen.
hotel accommodations, Oarwith place settings plus chairs
Most
drivers
uninhibited
in
idge's of London the best serEurope: The Germans. Are and carry them across the
vice, Zurich's Eden au Lac the
governors built into thaw fast street. Great merriment, lots ot
best food?
cars making it impossible for a fun. Waiters, hippies join in
Those at least are the perGerman
to drive less than 90 hilarity. In the dining room
sonal opinions of an earlymiles
an
hour regardless of guests continue to play with
season traveler, offered for
knives and forks, looking at
comparison with your own ex- traffic? Cutting in at high speed the clock, the kitchen door
on the autobahns in peak trafperience and conclusions.
fic seems to be a 'stimulation and each other. Suggestion:
More personal judgements:
and
a delight, particularly if Join the hippies. Denmark
Europe's supreme beauty
you
make it. Along one 60- loves them.
spot: The Sogne 4ord in
Europe's most unique hotel:
Norway at the junction of its mile stretchbetween Hamburg Sveti Stefan in Yugoslavia, ocgorges, where three ferries meet and Bremen, three massive cupying an entire island in the
to exchange passengers, thou- truck-trailer rigs lay in wreck- Adriatic.
sands of feet from any shore, age alongside the roadway. It
seemed doubtful that the truck
under towering cliffs laced with
Around the clock
waterfalls from the sky per- drivers themselves were to
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)
pendicularly above, and on blame; generally they are fast
but expert (including the tech- - Tennessee's Welcome Centers
deep calm water.
nique of splashing pedestrians for travelers are operated
Runner-up: The Matterhorn
in Switzerland On a clear dawn. on the traffic islands in the around the clock, seven days a
Most tranquil scene: The cities.) The taxi drivers are fast week, says Bill Vaughan, DirRiver Amstel half a dozen miles but reasonably competent. The ector of Tourist Information
and Promotion.
DEFENDANTS in a 22-count downstream from Amsterdam, individual driver is fast, period.
"In view of the fact that
at
ten
o'clock
in
the evening, Historic hotels
federal indictment chargmany tourists prefer to travel
ing. them with an alleged with the last light of sundown
Nomination for an historic during the night hours, we feel
draft evasion scheme, Dr. silhouetting an ancient Dutch
old hotel, beautifully main- it is important to keep our
windmill.
(left),
Bender
Bernard
Runner-up: The 150 miles tained: The Phoenix of Aarl- Welcome Centers open on a
Los Angeles dentist, and
flower-decked rolling mead- borg, in Denmark's Jutland 24-hour basis," Vaughan said.
of
son Lawrence are taken off
During the day the centers are
peninsula.
a Coast Guard cutter at ow in North Germany called
An historic old hotel, well staffed with a manager and a
Miami, Fla. Their yacht the Luneberger Heide, termin- worth passing up: The Fleischer hostess who greet travelers who
White Cloud was intercept- ating in the old city of Lubeck. in Voss, Norway. Another stop for information, to picnic
ed in Caribbean off Cuba. A salute to the regulations that Norwegian hotel you may well or rest. At night a male attenmake you leave your car now
and then for short walks into miss without undue grieving- dant is on duty.
*
spots of particular beauty in the sprawling mountain hotel
the wide landscape, with motor at Hoyden in the high valley of
BAN s-Lrnatr CARS?
Setesdal. Vignette:
vehicles prohibited.
NEW YORK (UPI)-.The
British tourist to manager:
Scenery easiest on the eyes:
Finland. Enrobed in total My room has mosquitos. Will Automobile Competition Committee of the United States
title of a book by Richard shades of green in summer you have it sprayed, please?
Manager: Madam, Hoyden heard
Branagan. This three-year-old from the darker forest to the
arguments
Friday
has no mosquitos.
school deals with all ages, had
against banning five-liter cars
sunlit
meadows
and
fringed
Bartender emerges from from the World Manufacturers
an enrollment of 150 last
winter, and has a program lean- with blue-gray lakes by the cocktail lounge, vigorously Championship starting Jan. 1
ing more to being a community thousands; white ermine in slapping neck and arms. Tel and took the matter under
winter from Helsinki to the manager in Norwegiam that advisement. International
learning center.
regumosquitos have preempted his lations call for a three-liter
Trout puts people in touch Arctic Circle. (An admirably
and
successful
sturdy
nalittle
with one another according to
bar)
limit on engines next year, and
British tourist: What is he the move has been opposed by
teaching skills and needs. Trout, tion, maintaining fearless but
an information bank of sorts, vigilant independence on its saying?
several independent teams,
Manager: Who knows?
holds classes in academic and side of the long border with
race sponsors and Porsche,
the
U.S.S.R.).
tourist:
Norwegian
I
do.
non-academic subjects. The $15
Europe:
driven
The
in
Beat
think
he defending champion of the
American tourist: I
per pupil registration goes to
series which has said it will not
r in
hs
ehareete
ulartinis
wate
so ntu
eta
.the rent and meet general Nonvegians, hands down, with put
compete nest year.
„Nap* Low to the bus

Some frank looks
at European scene

New school method
sets back traditional

BOSTON (UPI) - New and
The snake park instituted a
campaign to catch 100 boom- catching on along the educaslangs and Dennis went into tional front is something called
action. The big trouble with the "alternative school.'
It's a way of educating withmilking boomslangs is that
their small fangs are located out the traditional stric' tures
well back in their mouths. They of the classroom. And the
have to thew in order to inject schools are cropping up
venom. The old method of .over the country.
More than a dozen alternaextracting their venom was to
cut off their heads and remove tive schools already exit in the
Greater Boston area with others
the venom sacs.
scattered around the CommonBut the process was wasteful
reports the Center for
for boomslangs were difficult wealth,
Law and Education at Harvarrt
to come by. A way had to be University.
found to milk them and yet
No clear definition can be
keep them alive for further use. made of these
schools, says
developed
Groves
a the center pamphlet entitled,
technique where the boomslang "Alternative Schools: A Pracwas persuaded to chew on a tical Manual.", except that they
piece of plastic. Then its mouth "all seem to be born of the
would be held open while its frustration with the standard
fangs were placed against the educational sTstem - public
inside of a glass. A tiny bead of and private.' Some of the
venom would form. The task schools serve primarily middle
was delicate and the risks were clash children, some serve the
great.
black community, the majority
Milking 100 snakes twice a
week - and knowing the
inevitable consequences of
being bitten - Groves was
extra careful. Within weeks he
produced enough dessicated
venom to produce an antiserum
- the first in the world.
Since then, thanks to his
efforts, nobody has died from a
boomslang bite

Nit /MAY

the manual says, "We do not
believe in the separation of
students and parents and
teachersfrom the basic decision
of education." Not that every.
one should "do his own thing"
for there are "communities of
friends and interests and struggles to which we all belong, and
for which we all must work.One alternative is Central
School in Cambridge, tubed at
the pre-schooler actually. It has
30 children. The building.
donated by the owner of the
Squirrel Brand Nut factory,
serves a cross-section of racial,
economic and social groups.
Teaching is in an open structure
classroom.
Parents are involved with the
daily work of the school and
its formal governance. Efforts
are made to involve local public
school teachers in the activities
to familiarize them with the
method of teaching.
Five universities use Central
as a teacher-training center.
Central's income is from
government and private grants
and from a tuition that peaks
at $600 and is scaled down to
zero, according to need. The
school, however, has been ()per.
sting in the red.
Trout Fishing in Amenca,
another Cambridge alternative
school, takes its name from the

tz

All Coupons Good Thru
August 31, 1971
THANK YOU! That is what these money
saving coupons are meant to say. We appreciate your business...And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
remain the same.. Nothing changed but the
price!

Take the
coupons to any 5
conven,ent
Boone Cleaner
locations

SAVE

••••

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971

thru
Good
August 31st At
Boone's
All
Stores

Cleaners

FREE
ROOFING

_
ON REQUEST

PLAIN DRESSES
(PANT
SUITS INCLUDED)
$109

Bring any number. YQU, must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971
e

'
()ONE'S

SLACKS

Appreciation
Sale

Coupons

7
11_1191,1_11

Reg. '1.60
Each

Cleaning During
Boone Cleaners

All

"The Cleaner Interested In You"

MEN'S SUITS
99

On
your Dry

Clip
These
Inflation
Fighter
Coupons

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

BOONE'S

. No limit on
what you bring
on each coupon.
The more
valuable
coupons you use
the more you
save

BOONE'S

Men's or Ladies'

BOONE

DRAPERIES
55c 20% RAengyuloa

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
C,oupon Good Thru August 31, 1971

O
ofn
f

rde
Pric•

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru August 31,1971
•

•

ONE

BLANKETS
99c
Bring any number. You imust present this
enepon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

BOONE'

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

4F. 99c

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971
•

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations
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STAR TALK
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YOU AND
THE DRAFT

Lindsay's
year to be
tough one

BY
LONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON

By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
1.

HOW SWEET IT IS-It's one big dip for a little guy as a
hummingbird gets his breakfast from a hanging jar of
sugar water in Gnadenhutten, Ohio.

POWISH - Soeren Berthelsen, press officer for the
Scandinavian Airlines System, answers a phone in his
Stockholm office after a Swedish newspaper reported
that North Vietnam plans to release 183 American
POWs, and that SAS will provide transportation. Sweden and the U.S. denied knowledge of any such planned
(Cahlephoto)
release.

or Neighborly cheek
NEW YORK(UPI)- Before
going on vacation and leaving
your home or apartment
vacant try to arrange to have
neighbor cheek the premises
every few davs. Aside from

watering plants and

feeding the
fish, they can note any
irregularities.
This person
should have instructions on
what to do if a
arises - fuses to check,
ebooie
r a
plumber, electrician or a
policeman to cal. ,

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
YOUR
AUG. 19-28 ORDER
RESERVE
TICKETS NOW!

-0,ERS
I (VANS

JERRY LEE
LEWIS

ADULTS SAVE 50t ON OUTSIDE
GATE ADMISSION TICKETS
When you order your special
event reserved seat tickets in
advance, the outside Rate admission ticket may be purchased for
75R. (Admission at Rate is $1.25)
San 1100nry - San

Gal

CHAMPIONSHIP ROOE0
Starring in thts attroction will be Roy
Rapers Oil. Eason and Me Sees of
ww Menem, Five perlonweaces- Friday. August 20. 1-00 pm.
August 21. 330 end $00 pns Sun
day August 12 1'00 amt 430 pm
lloo Many
Allah $3 00
S2 SO r:
Chtldron 12 &foods,ViOr,
“
Spoc•fic T,nus and Day

SONNY SIMMONS'
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P
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WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE NOW
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F,
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Ras Soots $t SO
Pe, Smits $2 50
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KENTUCKY STATE FAIN TICKETS. P.O Si. 71171, LeasumnlIe. Ilentmey 40771

QUESTION: -Has John
Lindsay passed his peak?"
ANSWER: The mayor of
New York City was born with
tremendous star-potential. His
horoscope is heavy with planets
in Fire and Water signs, we all
know that fire plus water
equals steam.
After years of studying birth
charts, an astrologer begins to
think of each planet as if it had
a personality all its own. It is
not difficult to picture John
Lindsay's planets as part of a
miniature Gotham.
The Sun represents the life
force; here we have the bustling, noisy heart of the city.
linesay's Sun is in early Sagittarius. His physical appearance and boundless energy are
typical of this Zodiac sign.
Jupiter rules prosperity; it
becomes Wall Street in our
horoscope city. We find Jupiter
in Libra. Its message for us:
despite the people milling
about him, Lindsay is basically
a solitary man. Mentally, he
often retreats to a mountaintop.
Mars is the hectic garment
district, aggressive and pushy.
Part of the powerful lineup with
Jupiter and Saturn, Mars gives
Lindsay the stamina needed for
his high office. The man is
courageous.
What of Saturn, the disciplinarian? We can picture Saturn
as Lindsay's police department,for Saturn in Libra shows
that Lindsay desires justice for
all minorities.
Neptune is the waterfront
istrict - mysterious, someImes violent, always fascinatng. Neptune here is in Leo, in a
Zodiac degree which denotes
an eager, questing imagineion.
Venus, surely, rules over the
heater district, and all the
ively arts. On the day Lindsay
Nes born, Venus was in
Scorpio. From this, we judge

eay,

471:11

REMEMBER WHEN ... Horr,red at a testimonial luncheon given by the Flushing
Chamber of Commerce in Ncw York, Gertrude Ederle, the first woman to swim the
English Channel August 6, 1926, examines photo taken after she accomplished feat.

Refrigerator
cleaning tips
1. See if there is a drip
tray to be used. (this is
found in older models)
2. Turn refrigerator off;
remove food, shelves and
drawers.

By Helen Price Stacy

the aid of her people to bring it to
success?
the
Collective success is
ultimate goal-as the guest
platform at Booneville will showbut only after individual effort.
Ask any of the others who will
be honored at the homecoming:
Dr. Hertbert V. Livesay.
president of Lincoln Memorial
University, Harrogate, Tenn;
Warner Ogden, State Editor of
The Knoxville (Tenn.) NewsMauldin,
Clyde
Sentinel;
president of Central Bank and
Trust Company, Lexington; Dr.
0. L. Ballou, Corbin.
Mayor W. P. Morton, Hazard;
Dr. Robert L. Mills, president of
Georgetown College; Dr. Charles
F. Trivette, Pikeville; W. Leon
Hisle, administrator, Pineville
QoalimtulAy Hospital; Dr. John
M. Berry, president, Kentucky
Tobacco Growers
Burley
Cooperative Assn., Carlisle; and
Barney Arnold, WHAS-TVRadio, Louisville.
Debbie
The same day
Daugherty, Miss Kentucky VFW
1970 will turn over the title to a
new queen; Richard Jett and his
mountain square dancers will
perform; the famous Klaudt
Indian Family of South Dakota
will entertian, and "Dr. Komar,"
Indian Fakir, will jump on razornails, walk on sword
sharp
blades and eat fire and needles.
The program starts at 1 p.m.
Don't miss any of it.

3. Place pans of hot water in the freezing compartment. Don't chip off frost
with a sharp instrument and
do not use the ice cube
trays for the hot water.

FRANKFORT, Ky.Undoubtedly the 217th day of this
year ( Aug. 5) affected the future
of young men throughout the land
who were born in 1952. This
statement is based on two
assumptions:
+ That the induction authority
for those who have never had
deferment will be reinstituted in
the near future.
+ On success or failure to
achieve an all-volunteer armed
force.
Lacking expertise in reading
the "crystal ball" it would be
Impossible to foretell when the
congressional stalemate over
extending the induction authority
will be resolved by House and
Senate conferees;) or if monetary
and other incentives without the
motivation factor of being
"drated" can induce sufficient
enlistments to bring about the allvolunteer armed force. In the
meantime local boards are
continuing on a "business as
usual'' basis-registering,
classifying and examining.
"Draft" registrants born in
1952 wW get their "lottery"
(random sequence) number from
the Aug. 5 drawing. Kentucky
now has over 20,000 men born in
1952. The "luck of the draw" may
be their best indicator as to
whether 1972 will be a good year
with respect to being "drafted."
Under current regulations the
1952 year group will be liable for
induction on or after Jan. I, i972.
At the time of this writing, the
current congressional impasse
over extending the induction
authority has created great
incertainty among draft-age
non. Selective Sesvice Director
Airits W. Tarr has stressed the
mportance of explaining to our
-egistrants the high probability
that induction calls will resume
xi the near future and that the
current deadlock in the Congress
LS not likely to affect any
registrant's chance of being
inducted.
You will recall young men with
random sequence numbers
(RSN) through 125 were eligible
for induction in June in order to
fill calls. Since then, the Defense
Department has asked Selective
Service System to deliver 16,000
men for induction in July-August.
This request is being held by
Selective Service Headquarters
in Washington pending final
congressional action.
Those men with relatively low
FtSN's(especially below 175) who
are eligible for induction this
year have a very good chance of
being processed for induction
after calls are restored.
Many young men seem to think
that the "Draft" Act has permanently expired and that they
probably will never be involuntarily called for military
service. Quite frankly, they are
very wrong since only the induction authority has expired.
"You and the Draft" has a
word of warning. You may be
unintentionally breaking the law
by failing to register at age 18, by
not keeping your local board
informed of current address or by
failing W report, if ordered, for
preinduction
physical
examination.
The entire Selective Service
System continues operational.
Kentucky local boards are
continuing to consider Conscientions Objector, Hardship
and Student Deferments and to
take other classification actions.
It is your responsibility to

WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-Jesse
ituart looks on each moment and
mile as an important slice of life.
4. An old towel or newspapers might be placed is
Joe B. Hall views individual
the bottom of the refrigereffort as thejkey to collective
ator to catch chunks of ice
success. and to absorb the water.
Each of 13 persons to be
recognized at the annual
5. After the ice has meltSoutheastern Kentucky
wash the interior with
ed,
Homecoming at Booneville Aug.
warm water and soda (2 T
72 knows that individual effort is
soda-1 qt. water) Rinse
the energy that counts. When
with cool water and dry.
collected, it makes the world
what it is.
I. Wash the gasket very
- The homecoming festival is one
carefully with soap and waof the biggest shows in the
ter.
mountains and each year brings
7. Wash shelves, crispers
together people who have made
and other removable items
their mark in this part of the
Rinse and dry.
world. .
OWL Our man has a keen appro..
Put together by Col. ana Mrs
dation for the creative arts,
L. Replace everything,
plus a profound love for his fel- T. C. Sizemore, editor and
wiping bottles and containpublisher
of
The
Peoples
Journal,
lowman.
ers: Fill ice trays.
the homecoming takes place in a
Mercury represents the mind meadow near The Journal
9 Wipe the outside of
in a horoscope, and it governs building. Entertainment is
the refrigerator with
transportation. Let's assign it always a feature of the getsponge and suds: wipe dry
the subways and underground together, but it is the recognition
A polishing wax may be
cables in our Zodiac city, for of distinguished people and their
used for more gloss.
Mercury is in Scorpio, signify- introduction to hundreds of area
modle. Self-defrosting
ing one who delves deeply. residents that make lasting
els need only be washed on
Lindsay wants more than a memories.
the inside as mentioned
mattering of knowledge about
Joe Hall, Lexington, assistant
above.
his problems. He would never basektball coach at
the
much alive
Very
tell an aide, for example to University of
Kentucky, will be
HOLLYWOOD,
Calif. "give me the gist of it."
this year's special guest of honor.
School's out and since the
hula hoop's not dead, the
Uranus is the unexpected, Proud of his work with the great
National Hula Hoop Champand new York (like Lindsay) is Adolph Rupp, Hall continues to
ionships will take place in
full of surprises. This tells us praise the man who has become a
August, says Iry Lander,
Lindsay is willing to try unor- legend in,basketball.
director.
"Some people try to link me Michigan guide
thodox methods in solving his
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
Some 800,000 youngsters
city's woes. Placed in Pisces, with the Fabulous Five," Hall
Uranus forms an anchor for a says, referring to the years he (UPI) - The West Michigan are expected to participate in
starry triangle in this chart. was a Wildcat team member, Tourist Association has pub- neighborhood contests at park
Astrologers call such an aspect "but the truth is that I was one of lished a 72-page travel guide and recreation centers nationa Grand Trine, and nothing the Sorry Seven who lived in hope covering camping, fishing and wide. Lander says the hoop's
could be finer. We }Ind Pluto that Coach would send us from canoeing attractions in West not dead helium each year
Michigan. Also covered in de- since the contest started in
(which has much to do with the bench into the game."
are West Michigan charter 1967 more than 100,000
FON)* in the upper right
Hall's later work with Rupp to tail
boat, marine and outfitter facil- additional youngsters particorner of the triangle, while achieve success in
basketball is ities for sports fishmen and cipate.
Venus and Mercury are joined the result of individual
effort boat owners.
at the upper left.
FLORAL LEIS are not
first, then teamwork for
necessary for a Hawaiian party,
All these planets work har- collective victory. His is the eye Dredge is favorite
however, a kamaaina (native
(UPI)- style) hostess may present one
moniously to open doors and that knows a potential Wildcat is
YORK
NEW
ease situations for John Lind- a youth who strives for success Orange is America's leading._ she has made to the guest of
say.
and victory each time he gets a juice drink flavor whether it is honor. Red or white carnations
Moon represents our city's basketball in his hands. He knows canned single strength, powder- are perfect for leis when
voters; for this reason, Moon that a basketball goal nailed to ed, chilled or frozen, report piumeria blossoms or orchids
becomes essential to our un- the side of a house in any Ken- beverage inthwifry researchers. are not available.
derstanding of the man. Placed tucky backyard marks
spends about 8400 beverages and ihe bak of that
an in- The nation
in cool, detached Virgo, the dividual effort that
annually for citrus-like is orange or orange-flavored.
million
someday
Moon warns Hirzoner riot to be- somewhere will
lead to a
come too radical in his ideas. collective success.
However, it aids him with the
Jessee Stuart, W -Hollow's
ability to pause arid reflect
world-famous poet, author, and
when under stress.
This is not the chart of an es- lecturer, tells anyone who will
pecially happy man,despite his listen that if he has achiev)...i.i any
affable exterior. He has had measure of success, anyone can.
many heartaches. This year, He loves the hills and hollows of
his progressed Moon opposes his state, knows they are places
his proggressed Sun. In plain of refuge and.that.they foster
English this is a tough one. For great men-but only if the men
a brief period, everything may themselves work first as a man,
seem to go wrong at city hall, as an individual with a burning
or in his personal life. Some of need to succeed, then unifies his
his cherished associations may work and talent as contributions
to the world's collective texture
end.
However
primite
is
Yet much good is coming to cooperation, Dr.
Ralph j
hun in the very near future. He Angelucci,
Lelington
is being bolstered by a long- neurosurgeon,
would have to
range aspect involving Jupiter
know that a forceful con(luck). Also, in four to five
centration of individaal effort is
years, Lindsay's Sun will form
a brilliant aspect to his birth the key to unified success in a
chart Moon, which could boost hospital room.
him even higher in public
esteem
Would not Mrs. Marie It
Turner, Eastern Kentucky
For all these reasons, it leader, first work out a plan for
would be premature to count success in her own mind, pinpoint
John Lindsay out of the her energies on the project or
HAPPY IIIRTHDAYI-On the first -anniversary of the Middle East ceasefire, an Is-political ball game
raeli soldier waves to United Arairclepub:- .()Idlers in a watchtower on the other
program at hand before enlisting
side of the Suez Canal near Port Taiifik
(Rod 101,101 o

document your file with current
information if you wish the local
board to consider you for a
deferment or exemption.

FOR SALE

AKC TOY Poodles a
Setter Puppies. Phone 71
1862.

POLICE CASUALTIES
WASHINGTON (UP!) -The
International Association of
Chiefs of Police reports nine
policemen were killed and 125
injured during June.
Eight of the deaths were the
result of handguns, one by a
rifle and one by beating and
strangulation. The June toll
brought to 110 the number of
policemen killed in a 12-month
period.

SLABS & SAWDUST
Avery Lumber Co.,
Tenn.

FREEZERS-NEW
chest, 6224.40 delivered,
upright $244.66 di
Montgomery Ward,510
1966.

LARGEST VARIETY (
In Kentucky. No inc
prices. Country Boy St
Army Surplus Folks.
from Hopkinsville, Juni
117 & 164. Open Sundays
p.m.

Annual expenditures for
public elementary and secondary schools are expected to
reach 943.1 billion by 197980.

SAINT BERNARD pu
registered. Easy terms.
4786,Paducah,Ky.

ELECTRIC GUITAR
jalifier. Both in perfect c
Molt like new. Must sel
(11100.00. Can be seen at
?Oth Street, Apt. No.2.

sittRAND PIANO, $200.0

L753-79o5.

VNE REGISTERED A
mare, also one Appaloo
Two saddles and bridle
436-2258.

-750 HONDA,1,400 miles,
1969 Corvette, 24,000 m.
-tires, stereo tape.
.Leaving country and n
-Phone 753-1687 after 9:00
p.m.

THE LINNVILLE Shoe :
be closed on Sundays t
August 15, 1971. New sto
Monday thru Friday
8:30-5:00.
The latest fall sh
arriving daily, also Fal
patent Boots. Now r
Men's shoes, all famoi
brands at DtscomirP011
All Ladies Stimrftel
Reduced. All Famou
Brand Shoes at Discount
Prices.

frturday
PRO AND CON - Gloria
Farmer, a Postal Rate
Commission secretary, balances the pile of for and
against documents submitted to the commission in
Washington. The commission is holding hearings to
determine if the new postal
rates will be permanent.

CAMPER TOP for eigh1
truck. Cab top level.
Phone 436-2113.

HONDA 70 with or
/
2 year c
helmet. Only 11
condition. Phone 4374491

LATE 1967 model Mob
ith 3 bedrooms.Phone'
61.

Step into the
Wonderful

r40
...?,

FLORIDA
WORLD
VoqQ4erMOTEL

GOOD USED beau)
equipment. Phone Par
642-5742or 642-1900.
_

DAYTONA BEACH
\\'
Bring your lighthearted spirit . .WI
supply everything she to romp or
rest by the sparkling seal
•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shot
• Golf & Tennis privileges
• 9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center.
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing.

•

•Au
GrteoatRac
rleienil
p sea fishing
Writs ter Ins brasher', rates
Croat cards Isortil:
America. Express. lasers Cal
Bank *mansard. Master Chars

(wager
BEACH MOTEL
.....

PURPLE HULL PE
freezing or canning. Br
own containers. Phone 71
5297.
BEATEN down carpet
when Blue Lustre arriv
new electric shamp(
Western Auto, Home
Wishing Well".

BELTONE FACTOR;
hearing aid batteries for
hearing aids. Wallis Dru
CREOSOTED POLES,
barn construction, util
and boat docks. Murray
Co., Maple Street,
Kentucky.
G.E. AIR CONDMOHE
BTU, 110 volt. Also R
table typewriter, like ne
7534693.
BEAUTIFUL SOLID Oa
piano,$150.00. Phone 753
7616.

KEEP
despite
family.
electric
K.

_
Stet

ONE USED spinet
recently overhauled,
and tuned. Excellent c
6395.00. Phone 753-5927.

16 CUBIC FT. RCA '
deepfreeze. Excellent (
Phone 753-6209.

Voyint *loch kletol Ontaoltoot Nowt
2424 N. Atlan1.4 Ave
Daytona Sewn toorNa

w.

12':65'-19'70 MOBILE
Spanish deco, fully carp
, 4 bedrooms, two baths,
conditioned. Excellent
Very reasonable pries
7534456 after 6:00 p.m.

I

of the

Aimiess_

1

to

•

I.

CARPETS I
footsteps of
Buy Blue ',us'
shampooer $1.1

1
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16sH0p THE WANT ADS

•
•
FOR SALE

•••

Can

•

•

753-1916 ••
•

••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FOR SALE

ARC TOY Poodles and Irish TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one
Setter Puppies. Phone 753'full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old
Al4C boxer; new hydraulic lift for
1862.
wheel disc', never been used. Call
SLABS & SAWDUST. W'
A16P
"
489-2330.
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear;
Term.
TFC EARLY
AMERICAN sofa,
maple coffee table and
FREEZERS--NEW Li cu. tt. brown,
end table,brown naughahyde, set
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft.
of table lamps and set of vanity
upright $244.66 delivered,
lamps, swivel rocker, 9x12 gold
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 756
TF,C. briaded rug. Phone 435-4238 after
1966.
5.30p.m.
A9C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
In Kentucky. No increase in
FOR RENT
prices. Country Boy Stores, the.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles ONE BEDROOM unfurnished
Farmer Ave.,
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. apartment on 1631
15. Private
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 available August
Aug30C driveway and carport. Front &
p.m.
back shady, front yard. Couples
A9C
SAINT BERNARD pups, AKC only. $75. Call 492-8174.
registered. Easy terms. Call 554APARTME
TFC FURNISHED
4786,Paducah,Ky.
for the period of August 6th
week if
ELECTRIC GUITAR and am- through 24th. Rent by the
ApartZimmerman
desired.
condition;
perfect
in
Both
plifier.
a
753Phone
St.
16th
So.
ments,
-'wok like new. Must sell; asking
Al2C
.00. Can be seen at 100 South 6609.
TFNC
Street, Apt. No. 2.
two
TRAILER,
HOUSE
bedroom, air conditioner and
AND PIANO, $200.00. Phone 'automatic washer. Furnished
A9C apartment, all electric. Call 436'753-7905.
2427.
A9P
,A)NE REGISTERED Appaloosa
TRAILER, 2
mare, also one Appaloosa horse. 1968 MODEL
conditioned,
air
bedrooms,
Two saddles and bridles. Phone
nice, near
AlOP 10'x42', very
436-2258.
University. Phone 753-3895 or 753A9C
*750 HONDA, 1,400 miles, $1200.0,
1969 Corvette, 24,000 miles, new TRAILER SPACE: Select trailer
-tires, stereo tape. $3500.00. space available, Water, Sewer
Leaving country and must sell. and Garbage pickup furnished.
'Phone 753-1687 after 9:00
Mobile Home Village. For inAlOC formation phone 753-3895 or 753p.m.
A9C
3482.

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Applications Now Being Taken For:
City Delivery Drivers
Line Haul Drivers

/PICA BS
Are Poison

TRIMAITIS
P.M Year Home

Send complete information including
qualifications, experience and references
to Box 32-B, Murray, Kentucky

ROACHIS
Carry Germs

s
orir

Cilr Rio Of
PESTS

AN EQUAL OPPOqTUNITY EMPLOYER

Protect Your Home!

WANTED: WOMAN for salad
.dept. Must be neat, efficient and
able to furnish good references.
Experienced preferred but will
train if willing to learn. Full time
work. Afternoon shift, No phone
calls. Apply Colonial House
Al1C
Smorgasbord.

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
100 S. 13th Street
Nite
or
Day
753-3914
Phone
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Teals
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce
411INSINIMINIMIr

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pick.
up and delivery. Free estimate
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Aug24C
McCoy,753-3045.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753Sept.2C
5933.

HELP WANTED

WANTED:
HOMEWORKERS
part-time,full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC

INSTANT MONEY; pay yourself
every hour. 3 hours a day will
give you $9.50, more hours, more
money. Call Mrs. Doran at 753PROFESSIONAL, EX- 8970 between 2:00 p.m. and 5:00
PERIENCED painter, will work p.m. Monday, Tuesday and
contract jobs, on hourly basis, Wednesday.
has own equipment.Call 480Sept.7C
2287.
WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER
cook to live in with elderly
and
lots
vacant
WILL BUSHHOG
Al2C
inside city limits. Fteasonable couple.Phone 753-8065.
rates. Phone 753-3798.
my
AOC SABYSITTING wanted
home. Call '753-9974 after 5:00
A9NC
p.m.
•

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

More lady profs urged
as help to girl students
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI)The nation's universities should
provide examples for their
young women students by hiring more female professors, especially on a part-time basis,
says economist and educational
administrator Rita R. Campbell
of Stanford University's Hoover
Institution.
Or. Campbell believes uni-

Plan would bring
college to student
PORTLAND, Maine (UPI)University of Maine administrators are working this fall on
a method of carrying much of
a college education beyond the
ivy walls.
TheUniversity plane to
couple several information
media, used outside the classroom, with regular personal
contact with instructors to
bring the first two years of
caw to students off campus.
'We're trying to form a
system-wide approach whereby
ultimately well use television.
computers, radio, even tape
cassettes, with individual instruction every three to six
weeks,"said Chancellor Donald
R. McNeil in an interview.
"The idea of the first two
xza_rs is to get across a certain
dy of material, the majority
of which could be taught via
computer or television. "We're

versities have "failed miserably" to consider this emulative aspect in women's choices
of life paths.
"Less than three per cent of
tenured faculties are women,
married or single," she said.
"Because of the prestige of
these universities they attract
the brightest of our young
women and yet by mere example it is made clear to them
that a professional career on
the one hand and marriage and
children on the other are separate paths, and only in exceptional circumstances is it
possible to combine them."

the present system," he said.
An experimental program is
A survey by Seventeen magplanned for the second semes- azine reports teen-age girls may
ter.
be using as many as 15 difhair grooming aids for
ferent
The battle of Bunker Hill
"natural look."
the
was fought June 17, 1775;

Crossword Puzzle
time

Answer to Saturday's Putale

BOOM 0000
4 At no
00000 oomnn
5 Chapeau
°MONO 00000M
6 Arm*
1 Reach across
000R 0000 000
poison
5 Concealed
000 0000 000M
7 Disagreed
8 King of
MO 0000 CUOMO
Israel
8 Clothing
0000 M000
9 Musical
12 Fork prong
1I00(20 0000 MO
instrument
13 Southern
ODOM moon mom
blackbird
10 Century plant
mum 00010 DOM
14 Wan
11 Trinket
1M1E100 000000
16 War god
15 Raises
00000 30000
17 Malay
20 Uncouth
person
came
0000 0000
9
22 Abundani
18 Man's
name
24 Thus
45 Peel of
33 Onslaughts
19 Avoided
25 Fuss
fruit
37 Dine
21 Corded
26 Writing
46 Crate
cloth
implement
38 Arrow
Again
48
23 Organ of
42 Food
28 Rear part
49 Tissue
hearing
programs
of ship
50 Arabian
24 Weaken
43 Girl's
seaport
29 Soak
trying to djvcide now which 27 Defamed
name
53 Spread for
30 Greek letter
drying
image
Foray
44
Mental
to
32
which
material is best suited
31 Canine
34 Newt
5 6 7 •••:• S 9 10 11
medium."
2 3 4
1
'V•
of
The professors would be 35 Mother
Apollo
14
"circuit-riders" who visited the 36 Satisfied
17
inat
campuses
39.-Label
•:•••:
university
nine
16
15
tervals for face-to-face instruc- 40 Make lace
r
19
Parent (colloq.) 111
tion, "the personal approach," 41
43 Eccentric
McNeil said.
47 Lasso
"In the long run education 51 Pertaining to giAMEMIMPRI1
4
*Kt
the laity
to
whether
to
decide
have
will
Made
reach people where they are 52 plump
64 Pence
chain
36
seTrohn t
ecii P
i ,414b
ke‘t
55 Empicry
'think society is going to stand 56
Prefix:
for more of the same-more
distant
4. 49 50
43 44 AS
57 Sums up
buildings, more campuses."
The overall cost of educa- 58 Conducted
33
32
tion would also be reduced. 59 Graceful
bird
"We could double our student
.54
54
4f*
DOWN
(to
years
10
next
the
in
body
9
SS
37
nearly 40,000) and with &low- 1 Walk
Heap
2
Inc. 9
Syndicate.
Platers
under
could
Dtstr.by
er cost than we
3 Dillteed
ACROSS

PART-TIME babysitter with
flexible schedule for a one-yearTHE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will
old girl. Must furnish own
be closed on Sundays beginning NATIONAL HOTEL; large office
transportation. Call 753-7154. A9C
August 15, 1971. New store hours; space on Main Street. Inquire at
A9C
Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00, Hotel desk.
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
WANTED: BABYSTITER in my
turday 8:30-5:00.
home. Write Harold S. Elkins,
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
The latest fall shoes are NICE TRAILER; carpet, color
Route 5, Box 111 in Murray. AIIC
arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle T.V., air-conditioned. Deposit
Ph.
256-5847
,
TENN.
NASHVILLE
BUSINESS OPPOR'IllaTV
patent Boots. Now receiving required, no pets. Phone 753-7358
Man or Woman
TFC
Men's shoes, all famous name after 4:00 p.m.
Ph. 436-5332
ST. LOUIS,
Reliable person from nee ores
-Wanes at DiscounIPP4Mallik= ',.. • * '
to service and thitiatT from
All Ladies Summer Sheen SPACES TO park your trailers at
automatic dispenser" NO exneeded. We effablish
perience
Reduced. All Famous Nam Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
you. Car,
in 'your! REAL ESTATE FOR SALE accounts for
Brand Shoes at Discount
quiet, paved street. Telephones, 1 WILL DO baby sitting
and 5995 to $1885
references,
FA/Ipoi;
smALL
492Phone
Experienced.
4 to 12
home.
Al7C,, Gas, Electricity, and Cable
good location; cash capital necessary.
Prices.
weekly nets excellent
•
Al2C business
or future investment. hours
vision. Available at $22.50 per 8699.
monthly income.- Full time
CAMPER TOP for eight foot bed month. Water furnished & garOne mile East Murray, ap- more For local interview,
truck. Cab top level. $150.00. bage picked up. Married couples WOULD LIKE to do babysitting proximately 10 acres pasture. write.
(Include telephone number)
A9C only. Call 753-4539.
Phone 436-2113.
A23C in my home. Phone 753-5625. A9P Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
EAGLE INDUSTRIES
3938 Meadowbrook Road
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
St. Louis Park Minn. 55426
HONDA 70 with or without MODERN GROCERY Store with
For appointrent call 436and
tanks
septic
INSTALL
WILL
Good
old.
year
2
/
TFC
helmet. Only 11
2173.
equipment. Available September
WNW ONE JUST COME KW
Pt 1‘11. 1•0
fit lei
t(o'Irti(lert )
A9C 1. Near Panorama Shores. Phone Haul Gravel. Phone Ernerine
"
4;
.
rit/11/1
condition. Phone 437-4493.
FROM A L0N6 'TRIP, PEOPLE
PRICED 3
,
1/1141
lit
LY
I
I,
ii
,
MODERATE
ii
I
(tit
Murray,
Co.,
A9C Construction
9100.D1VT TAUC 100 Altai XI YOU
436-2266.
lot.
large
on
e/tie/1r,
house
(wilt/til
bedroom
A18C
I tilt tiiti)
Kentucky,753-8986.
LATE 1967 model Mobile home
UNTIL KOLIVE AT Lag HAP TlAtel0
Located 730 Vine Street. For
Mot Iii UI,
5I1 CONN ANC; HAW A CUPOF TEA-.
with 3 bedrooms. Phone 753TRAILER: TO couple only. See
apor
tat( /WU
further information
NOTICE
A9C
'
.0P
f4061.
(100Ut
'Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
pointment phone 753-7193 Monday
err•
in6
Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
9-00
between
Friday
through
(I /Mitre
4 12'65'-1970 MOBILE HOME calls please. •
1
A9C
Al2C
a.m. and 5:00p.m.
If You Miss
ill Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
bedrooms, two baths, also air•sofiefox
LOCATED HIGH on Lake View
Your Paper...
conditioned. Excellent condition.
Drive in Keniana Subdivision,
s
Bushmille
Very reasonable price. Phone
Ernie
By
'
If Au have not received
beautiful lake view. This lot can
TFC
' 753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
by
Times
&
Ledger
your
be yours for as little as $18.00
Vacation Cabin
SHE'S ALWAYS SUCH
down and $18.00 per month. Call
GOOD USED beauty shop
YES, BUT IT'S
P.M.
6
ted on Kentucky Lake
office or phone
Keniana
the
at
A PESSIMIST
equipment. Phone Paris, Tenn.
ANY
NEVER
urnished 2 bedroom, in
we urge you to contact the
AlOC
4364320.
A9C
142-5742or 642-1900.
PUN GOING
uding linens, dishes, T.V,
city circulation manager,
WITH HER
ir conditioner. Rent by day
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
eek or month.
ONE USED spinet piano,
OWNER
by
I
SALE
FOR
Between 6 & 6:30 p.m.
- ow recently overhauled, adjusted
Phone
Four bedroom tri-leN el nea
for delivery. Please place
and tuned. Excellent condition.
new high school. large den vvah
AlOC
$395.00. Phone 753-5927.
your call before 6:30 p.m.
fire place, two full baths. fully
equipped kitchen, separate
PURPLE HULL PEAS for
carpeted
brick, 1689 WE ARE ready now to deliver or dining
room,
freezing or canning. Bring your THREE BEDROOM
August 17. take your order for six vein throughout. Central beat and
Ave.
Ryan
Available
own containers. Phone 753stoker or four by seven lump air, spacious closets and
Al1C Phone 436-5870 after 4:00
5297.
Al2C coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & garage. Price reduced.
pm.
Coal Service,408 South 4th
By
BEATEN down carpet paths go
Sept.I1C
Street.
753-6690
PHONE
unfurnished
BEDROOM,
TWO
Rent
arrives.
Lustre
when Blue
10th Street. Call
new electric shampooer U. house on South
HIS FL0Y41.
1TC SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only
TELL HIS ROYAL MAORSTY
iporn home,
Western Auto, Home of "The 7534801.
ANOTHER. TAX " '
KJ-NOOSE •,
easy way to lose weight and in_ LOVELY FIVE N.rir
I
HE. COULD DO wiT44 HS
WHAT
t
I
/v/EVEZ
IT
ARC
WILL.
'
lot,
corner
Well".
large
Wishing
appointment full basement,
ROYAL TAX ACTS BUT FOR. or-ne
TX
GAP
?
-BODY- MOP or clean up shop. ches fast. Make an
-TOP
6
1700
75x150. Owner transferring
1.0YAL -rm NE., DOC 7
com- for Free figure analysis. Phone
BELTONE FACTORY fresh Large, convenient. Air
Asking $17,500.00 PhonMiller•
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WANTED: 18 Business Partners 30 ACRES level land, all under
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WANT TO BUY
ANC,A,
to employ and assist in training fence. Extra large brick home,
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
are
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barn construction, utility poles WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970 students of Murray High who
all shady lawn. Phone 753;NOV* sf`
A IONC
and boat docks. Murray Lumber pick-up truck. 1-ow Mileage.'In enrolled in the Distributive 3334.
Co., Maple Street, Murray, good condition. Phone 7534030 Education program. Must be
TFNC reliable and willing to assist in
ITC after 3:00p.m.
Kentucky.
the education of young people BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick
f
G.E. AIR CONDITIONER, 11,000 WANT TO BUY; 50 acres of land who want to serve your business house, two blocks from college. 9
BTU, 110 volt. Also Royal por- within 5 miles of Murray. Also needs and learn your business Phone 753-4683 or 753-1703. AlOP
Abner
table typewriter, like new. Phone want to buy used air conditioners, operation. Call Murray High
A11C large fans and one large bed School, 753-5202. Mr. Newcomb
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complete with mattress. See would be glad to meet with you TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
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new
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NIGHT?side storage. Call Gene Landoll
NO MORE!!
$tiANT TO BUY, logs and
GOLD.'.'
OP
5
after
for LOW MILEAGE Ford bob-truck. at 753-8175 or 753-4707
16 CUBIC FT. RCA Whirlpool standing timber. Also have
TIT
deepfreeze. Excellent condition. sale lumber and sawdust Full screwed,tandem axles. 18 ft. p.m.
ADC BiltaTay Saw Mill and Lumber flat bed with 10 good tires. Priced
Phone 7534209.
TFC for a quick sale. Call days 753Co. Phone 753-4147.
LOST & FOUND
•
5167 or nights 489-2189.
A9C
KEEP CARPETS beautiful
FOR SALE OR TRADE
LOST IN the vicinity of Payne
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black
Street, a five month old
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in
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Big
at
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rack.
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Spacemen
Return To
Routine

MONDAY—AUGUST 9, 1971

Ven's wear

Fashion proclaims Year of the Boot

leathers.
hammered buckle. Johnson,&
And if yod feel snappy or
"There are western boots,
kicky or whatever the phrase is cuffed Cavaliers, side gores and Murphy had a "spur look," a
these days there are high heels. country boots with a side poc- very tall boot with a high
The heels aren't all that ket or fringe or man-sized cowboy-like heel, a side up
high, two inches being ex- Creek tassels. Winter boots can and fake spurs on the back.
treme, and they are sometimes have tapestry or fur tops and Jung showed a handstained,
By AL ROSSITER JR.
called "sculptured column," many will have fleecy linings hanuirubbed boot in blacksmith
UPI Space Writer
which means they are simply and laces to keep them close glove leather, very Western and
SPACE CENTER, Houston
with side straps. In dress boots,
great big heels like a Texas and warm."
(UPI) —Happy to be back but
J. & M. did an above-the-ankle
walking
boot
and
not
at
all
like
homesick
for
the
moon,
little
a
For all seasons
patent leather for evening and
anything the female of the
Apollo 15's astronauts returned
Ken O'Keefe, fashion direct- Sears Roebuck had one in polspecies
would
be
caught
dead or for the Men's Fashion
to the routine of life on Earth
ished calf with six brass rings
today and underwent a medical Funeral services for Mrs. in.
Association, says "shoes today held by leather tunnels and a
died
age
83,
who
Rosa,
Louise
There
are
as
many
laced
up
exam before starting two weeks
Murray shoes as there are slipons, but play an integral part of the suede over-the-ankle boot with
at the
of reports on man's most Thursday
complete look, and at times are sidestraps and brass buckles
were the hardware arrangements are
Hospital,
Calloway-County
productive lunar expedition.
in the forefront of fashion. In and rings.
p.m.
at
the
Mt.
a lot fancier. Striped or check- this case it is the boot look —
"Boy, I'll tell you, it's really held today at 2
Athletic look: Thom McAn
Free WW Baptist Citurch ed laces contrasting with the boots are now for all seasons.
great to be back," said David Horeb
showed some racy jeans shoes
color
of
the
shoe
are
likely
to
Frank
Williams
ofRev.
with
"In a totally different area,
R. Scott, the 39-year-old comrun through big brass rings or there is a big trend toward called stripers which look like
mander of the nation's fourth ficiating.
track shoes but come in two or
snake
through
little
leather
survived by one
nostalgia, the look of the past, three tone color combinations
moon landing mission. "But Mrs. Ross is
tunnels
o
held on by brass or especially by the youth groups
including a combination of
that was a superfine trip and daughter, Mrs. John Skinner of copper
Murray, four step-daughters:
who probably never wore two purplish blue, rusty purple and
we really enjoyed it."
Murray,
And if you wo
tone Jules before. So they are a red toe. Jarman modified a
—itifite hefty
Scott, Alfred M. Worden, also Mrs. Henrietta Curry,
Herbert Ezell, South Bend, boots of last year, they are
the ones wno ha ve revived the Japanese sneaker look in suede
39, and James B. Irwin, 41, Mrs.
„0.044
art deco influence and that's with brass grommets for the
Ind., Mrs. Helen Neely, Hick- even heftier this year. If you
from
the
quarantine
free
M1CALUMFAIr MEDAL PLAY WINNERS: These four ladies are the new medal play champions
why you see so many wild laces held on by calfskin strips
man, Ky., and Mrs. Sarah are wearing gentlemen's boots,
at the CaRooky County Country Club. Left to right, they are: Carol Hibbard, winner of the cham- imposed on earlier lunar Pearson, Chicago, Ill. Also some of which rise barely
looking
colored shoes about." fanning out toward the hl
pionship flight; Jean Beshear, first flight winner; Jackie Ransom, winner in the second flight, and explorers, began their day at 9 surviving are two sons: Dave above the ankle, they are much
Some of the specific things like rays of the sun.
by
EDT
reporting
to
the
a.m.
more gentlemanly now,includElizabeth Slusmeyer, the third flight winner. Thirty-two lady golfers participated in the 36-hole
on display at the American
Miscellaneous: Crosby
Ross of Murray and Thomas Ross
medal play tournament last week with their pairings in the coming match play championships being clinic at the Manned Spacecraft of East Moline, Ill, and one step- ing patent leather for evening,
Footwear Institute:
Square showed a patent leathgr
tests.
Center for detailed
fastened
with
a
side
strap
with
based on their finishes in the medal play event.
Boots:
Thom McAn showed slipon with extra high tongue
Physicians wanted to see if son, Gilbert Ross of Murray.
Imps for adjusting the snuga teen-age boot with a brown for an at-home when you
their long exposure to weight- Ten grandchildren and ten ness.
leather top, made with high might want to wear.your velvet
any great-grandchildren also surProbably the strangest delessness had caused
walled toe and a canvas body smoking jacket; Craddock
vive.
velopment for fall is the emerphysiological changes. Results
decorated with the portrait of Terry showed a five-tie shoe in
State
F
Funeral
Home
is
in
Rutledge
gence of what can only be
of today's testing will be
some unknown hero — or you red, white and blue polished
compared with tests made at charge of arrangements. Burial called the orthopedic look —
Market
can scrawl on whatever you calf; Nettleton did a very nibMurray
City
Cemetery.
the
in
is
broad,
paddle
toes
thatCape Kennedy before Apollo 15
Service August 9, 1971
- want to. Winthrop had a calf- dued black and gray wallod
By FRANK ELEAZER
couldn't possibly produce a
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog took off July 26.
skin boot decorated with what shoe and Pedwin showedra
M.
Kennedy,
DSen.
Edward
corn or a bunion, made someWASHINGTON (UPI) —The
appeared to be brand marks black and brown blucher wOli
Market Report Includes 10 The astronauts returned
has
his
bags
packed
for
Mass.,
times with walled toes and
Senate had not even rung its
with a Western-type strap and a more brass rivets.
home late Sunday night to a
Buying Stations
a
visit
to
India
and
Pakistan.
sometimes with big knobby
final bell last Friday when an
1000
Est.
2204
welcome
I)
Act.
warm
from
their
from
rage
C,ontinued
Receipts:
toes.
Air Force plane loaded with Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III, Barrows and Gilts 25c lower Sows friends, families and some of
perience was in a high school
Nancy Knox, the president
House members and their DAIL, had tickets for Hong steady 25c higher
people
who
made
the 1.2 program in Chicago from 1954 to
the
of Renegades, calls it the backwives, headed by Speaker Carl Kong, Japan, Thailand, Viet- US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $19.25-19.75; million mile journey possible.
1957. He served as a district to-nature, Levi Strauss look
Albert, took off on a tour of nam and Russia.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $19.00-19.25; They spent the night at their supervisor and as an operations which may or may not have
the
lawmakers
They
and
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $18.50-19.00; homes and returned to their officer for the unit that included something to do with ecology.
Manila —and such popular today were scattered around US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 518.00-18.50; regular routine on schedule
LAST MARK DOWN
2,000 cadets from 34 high Many come in an oiled leather
the
globe,
and
back
across
their
waypoints as Honolulu, going
their
After
medical
Sows
today.
schools—the
largest
unit
in
the
home districts, in a congreslook, which is unshiny, and
and coming.
sional recess that will last until US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $15.00-16.00; checkup, the astronauts were to United States.
they might come in slipon,
$14.00-15.00;
lbs.
start a long series of debrief- He was awarded the Silver Star ankle high, calf high or knee
Sept. 8. They left behind key US 1-3- 390-650
legislation in various states of US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 813.00-14.00; ings covering all aspects of the as a tank platoon leader with the high.
12-day flight.
"They're the kind of thing
4th Armored Division in Europe
incompletion with little pros- few down to $12.00.
From The
`during World War H. He served that might be worn by some
pect for any quick action when
two tours of duty in Vietnam—in gutsy guy walking into a dark
they come back.
forest, she said.
It appeared that various
1964 and in 196647.
Alice Regensberg of the
His stateside duty has included
antiwar debates would keep
By Untied Press Internatimal Congress working until Christseveral assignments at Fort American Footwear Institute
SPACE CENTER, Houston — mas, even though the official
Knox besides OCS He has also says, "Boots are so important
that there are men who will
Apollo 15 commander David R. schedule Li geared for a Late
served there as an armor officer
triple the number in their
Scott, on the Hadley-Apennine: fall adjournment.
in the advanced course, as wardrobe. They begin with the
"If you go some place as The month-long vacation —
executive officer of plans, ankle-hugging slipons and
Jr. & Misses
beautiful and fascinating a: for practical purposes stretched
training and operations of the march straight through to the
that, and you spend three very to five weeks since the first
Armor Center, and as a depart- calf-highs with wide tops for
ITAG MARK DOWN BELOW HALF PRICE
intense, interesting days, you post-recess week in the House
ment director of the armor school tucking trousers into, and high
resift get attached to it, you and Senate taced heavy absenbefore being assigned to Murray laced ones for knickers.
really do."
teeism —was the first of its
State.
"There is no exhausting the
kind decreed under a reform
his possibilities for boots," she
Peterson completed
Pick Up Man Will Be Here August 16th
WASHINGTON —The U.S law Congress passed for itself By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculturr bachelor's degree at the said. "There have been dress
Treasury Department, in s last year.
for
years,
and
boots
there
are
after
of
Omaha
in
1965
University
Cash And No Exchanges
statement against the devalue. Leaders split along party
Of all the wild fruit that flushed out young rabbits and years of correspondence courses, still. Handsome ones with twotion of the dollar:
grows
in
the United States, ground hogs, exciting baby evening classes and in some toned leathers, soft and mellow
lines as to how much had been
"In the end, a strong trade done since the 92nd Congress probably no variety is more skunks and quail as he gingerly Instances regular class at- finishes...And there are the
and payments performance convened on Jan. 20. They all highly prized by both man and moved through the thickets tendance. He plans to do hikers, the true work and walk100 N. 15th St.
753-2895
must rest on a healthy, agreed that plenty had not, and wildlife than the ubiquitous with bucket on arm.
graduate work at Murray State. ing boots with waffle soles and
ruled
toplines
in
suede
or
waxy
noninflationary domestic econo- that some of the stickest blackberry. It is one of the first
that
be
points
out
fact,
he
In
Sometimes, in reaching for a
my."
problems remained to be plants to appear and assume pod of berries high
above on requested the assignment at
solved.
dominion over a field left un- the tall canes, he would grasp Murray State because he likes
ROSE LAWN, Ind. —Dick Among them was a two-year cultivated and,
once establish- instead the head of a black. Kentucky and the campus
Drost, owner of the Naked City draft extension including an
ed, is difficult to extirpate.
snake lying in ambush for some assignment will enable him to
nudist camp, observing the new amendment expressing Conmaster's degree
Over
100,species
of
wildlife,
unwary bird. Sometimes he work toward a
Miss Nude America, Valerie gress' desire to negotiate peace
transition to
an
easier
make
and
from moose to marmot and would amass chiggers and
Craft:
in Indochina and bring home
civilian life.
from
wild
turkey
to
wren,
wood
ticks,
but these minor
"She has a very, very nice the troops in return for an
He explains that he was sold on
delight in its goodness. Besides discomfitures were of little
tan —all over."
exchange of war prisoners.
State during a visit to the
Murray
The real fight will still be its great value to wild creatures consequence when measured campus two years ago when he
ahead —on two other key as a food source, its thorny up against delicious jellies, was "impressed with the spirited
pieces of Military legislation: a brambles, often growing in im- jams, and wonderful tangy but orderly students" during a
$213 billion defense procurement penetrable thickets, provide cobbler pies that resulted from ootball game.
authorization and the annual comparative safety for birds his labors.
Now he says he intends to make
It was here also in the black. Kentucky his home following his
NEW YORK (UPI) —Stocks defense money bill of some $70 and small animals to nest and
opened mixed on moderate billion, the first of which has rear their young. As Ovid ob- berry patch that he leamed a retirement from the army.
passed the House unamended served long ago in his Meta- valuable lesson that
He and his wife, who have
turnover today.
sustained
Shortly after the opening, the and awaits Senate action and morphosis, "The hare under and stood him in good stead in bought a home at 1709 JohnDow Jones industrial average the second of which has not yet the blackberry closely lying, later years when the ben') son Blvd. in Murray, have three
was off 0.65 at 849.96. Advances cleared its first hurdle, the spies and is safe from the fields of his youth were just a sons, one a 21-year-old cadet at
topped declines, however, 202 to House Appropriations Commit- hostile mouth of dogs."
hazy memory. That lesson, West Point, and the other two, 17
In times past, early settlers straight from
will be in school in
179 among 527 issues across the tee.
McGuffey's and 13,
Senate doves will use both marked the last cold snap of
this fall.
Murray
laPc
Reader
was
"Stick
to
your
Jersey Standard dipped 114 to bills as vehicles for attempted spring, "Blackberry Winter," bush." From sticking to
his
VANCOVER, B.C.(UPI) —
73% in the oils, but Phillips amendments to order an end to by its flowering. By the same bush and not rambling all
over Stodentsat Vancouver's Simon
the
war
or
to
bar
spending
in
gained sfris to 30%, and Texaco
token, Indians marked the creation in search of bigger
and Rimer University are being given
and Atlantic Richfield us each Indochina by a specified date. arrival of midsummer by its juicier berries, he
soon filled a course in how to find jobs.
at 34% and 63/
1
4 respectively.
ripening. And in addition to his pail. Applying this to
tasks
The Canada Manpower
Occidental also rose % to 17,
eating its fruit, both white man in later years, he became a
offers interested students
man
Center
while Getty tacked on % to
and red man employed its of probity and property.
At instruction in the active pursuit
79%. Penn oil held unchanged at
leaves and roots as medicine least this was the way it
was ofemployment, preparation for
27, as did Standard of California
and its juice as a dye. Many a supposed- to turn out.
job interviews, and various goat 55%.
settler's wife wore clothing
getter techniques designed to
Truly
the
Mrs.
Ruby
Icie
Todd,
Route
7,
common
blackPenn Central was steady at
dyed a dark purple with black- berry is a very uncommon fruit attract potential employers.
Murray,
died
Saturday
at
1:10
5% in the rails. Chesapeake &
berries and many an Indian and a great asset to man.
Ohio climbed /
1
4 to 59%, WITH p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Burlington Northern up /
1
4 at County Hospital following an warrior went into battle with Besides being glorious for eat,
46. Southern Pacific dipped 1 to extended illness. She was 77 his weapons and his skin stain- ing, it is good for treating
ed with their juice. It may be many ailments to which he is
39 and Missouri Pacific was years of age.
Survivors include her husband, said too that many a pioneer heir. Our good old and oftuncahnged at 68.
In the steels, U.S. Steel Walter L. Todd, or Route 7, a festive event was made more quoted friend, John Gerard,
lively by the fermented juice of has written that if blackberry
/
4 daughter, Mrs. Troy Tousdale,
surrendered /
3
4 to 28. Down-1
apiece were Bethlehem at 217s, Route 1. Murray, three sisters, this wonderful product of the buds, leaves, and unripe berries
Republic at 22%, and Armco at Mrs. Iva Cooper, of Mayfield, wild.
are chewed, they will "heale
Mrs. Treva Charlton of Detroit,
16.
A very prickly member of the eies that hang out and stay
Mich.,
and
Miss
Beatrice
Lewis
Among the autos, Chrysler
the rose family of plants, the all manner of bleedings.- lie
1
4 to 25% and Ford dipped of Route 4, Murray. Other sur blackberry is a fruit of nostal- also wrote that these leaves
fell /
3T-H1
/
1
4 to 61. American Motors vivors are Mrs. Hugh Arnett, a gia. Many an erstwhile farm buds "boyled in
water Aiti,
great
granddaughter;
and
three
added ill to 6%.
boy, notwithstanding the fact honey and allum, and a Intl,:
•Du Pont and Monsanto held grandchildren.
that
the briars were often hard- white wine added therer,../
4 and 42%, Funeral services were held er to handle than a turpentined
unchanged at 1443
will fasten loose teeth.
today
at
11
arn.
at
the
J.
H.
respectively, in the chemicals.
tomcat and sometimes painBlackberriel ripen in .1,115
PAKISTANIS IN INDIA EMERGENCY FUND
Dow Chemical also held steady Churchill Funeral Home Chapel fully scratched his arms and
CARE, 8 E. Chestnut St., Rm. 102, Columbus,
at 63%, while Union Caribide with Brother Henry Hargis of- legs and punctured his bare and in picking them from the,r
Ohio 43215
thorny briar, one h,Thl,
1
4 to 43%. Allied ficiating. Burial was in the Young feet.
gained /
Amount of Contribution
with
pleasure
remembers
—
S0C1ETLY
D
Cemetery.
hand.
II
his
RR
summer
in
A
hi
Chemical and Eastman Kodak
his July sashays into the berry
Christina Orwsis, 20,
lost lo apiece to 291
/
4 and, 74, Mrs.Todd was a member of the
Your Name
•daughter of Greek billionWilliams Chapel Church of field.
respectively.
calorie count for ill ruAddress
The
Aristotle
Onassis,
was
There
amid
the
singing
of
aire
Christ.
electronics,
General
In the
married secretly in Las
City__
Pallbearers were Cherie yellow-breasted chats aria is low. A medium orange
_ _State
Electric eased 1,4 to 55% and
Vegas. Nev., it was learned.
Howard,
Chester Todd, Be wood thrushes was a world of 60 calories, a grapefruit hall
/
4.
Westinghouse fell % to 821
lemon
hawhole
one
55,
husband
is
Joseph
has
Her
Todd, Brown Howard, James E
RCA gained L to 30%.
outdoor adventure. He often 20 and a large tangerine has 10
Bolker, 47, of Los Angeles.
Walker and PhillinMurdock.
By WALTER LOGAN
'NEW YORK (UPI) — This is
the year of the boot, whether
you are a gentleman or a teenage faddist. It is also the year
of the track or bowling shoe
(but in red, white and blue).

Area
Congressmen Take Off Purchase
Hog MarketNews
In Many Varied Directions

Campus Casual's

Quotes
News

SALE

Outdoor Lore

sqoo

* Shorts
* Tops
*Lingerie
* Pant Suits
* Hot Pants
*Dresses

Hurry!

ea.

United Press

Seen&H
Aroun,
Murra:

The American Legior
with the following wl
give some food for th
entitled "Hello, Reme
and concerns our flin

"Some people call me
..some call me the Ste
Banner. Whatever the
am YOUR flag, the 1
United States of Arne

"But,
something
bothering me, so I
might talk with you .
is about YOU and MI

"I remember some
people lined up on bo
the street to watch t
and naturally I was lea
parade, waving prod
breeze!

"When your Daddy
coming,
he
im;
removed his hat and
against his hand direct
heart. . . Remember'

"And I remember ;
standing there strai
soldier! You didn't OA
but you were giving
salute. Remember lit

"Not to be outdone,
saluting the same as y(
her right hand over her
remember?

"What hapeued, I'm
same Old Flag; oh, II
more stars since you
A lot more blood has
since those parades of
But now I don't feel as

Last Week Of Sale

Campus Casual

Today's Stock
Market

The Prii
Source of
In Murra
Calloway

"When I come down
you just stand there
hands in your pockets, ;
get a small glance ark
look away . . . then
children running art
shouting . . . they don'
know who I am.

"I saw one man take I
then look around. He
anybody else with Mein
quickly put his back a

It a sin to be
? Have you
II stand for and v
? . . . Anzio, Gm
ACorea, and now Vietru

"Take a look at the
Honor Rolls some liar
these who never cami
keep this republic FRE
Nation Under God . .
YOU SALUTE ME,
ACTUALLY SALUTINI

"Well,it won't be long u
coming down your stri
So, when you see me,

"STAND STRAIGHT, I
right hand over your 1
and I'll salute you, b
beck . and I'll know
YOU REMEMBER!"

Some folks may this
corny, but not us. We
thrill when we see
anywhere and especii
parade.

There are few things
(Continued on Page El

The Weall
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.
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Kentucky: Partly cl
warm with scattered
and thundershowers t
tonight, mainly in the
and evening hours.
mostly cloudy with
showers increasing ar
warm. Highs today r
upper 808 and low 1
tonight mid-604 to low 1
Wednesday mostly in 1

ESTENDED OUT
Showers and thunck
likely Thursday. A c
showers Friday and
east portion Saturday.
temperature change. Hi
808 each day. Lows in ll
to low 704.

